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ABSTRACT

This investigation sought to examine the psychophysiology of anger

and fear in relation to the Funkenstein or norepinephrine-epinephrine

(NE-E) hypothesis. Funkenstein (1955) hypothesized t1naL NE-like responses

are characteristic of anger and E-like responses are characteristic of fear

or anxiety. The hypothesis, in conjunction with supportive empirical

evidence, suggested diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and heart rate (HR) to

be promising physiological indicants of anger and fear. An Intrasympathe-

tic Balance Score (ISB) \,ùas formulated for the purpose of quantifying both

physiological variables along a single continuum. The 24-hour reliability

of the ISB and its constituent scores \^ras established in a preliminary

inves tigation.

An attempt rlias made to induce affective anger and fear in 100 male

Ss during a psychological stress session. A modified version of the Mood

Adjective Check List was employed during the stress session for the purpose

of measuring anger and fear. Conjunctively, personality inventory data

were collected for the purpose of drawing relationships with the check

list and physiological data. Inventory responses were obtained from the

Activity Preference Questionnaire, the Fenz version of the Manifest

Anxiety Sca1e, and the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory. Also included

ï¡/ere factors U.I. 18 and U.I. 20 from the CatteLL L2 Objective-Analytic

Battery.

1,he Funkenstein hypoÈhesis proved to be less useful than rdas antic-

ipated because (a) DB? and HR failed to correlate negatively, (b) the ISB

score proved to be less reliable than the component scores themselves, and



(c) the R-correlational analysís failed to yield relationships supportive

of the Funkenstein hypothesis. It was also suggested that limitations

within Ëhe experimental manipulation were contributive to the failure to

obtain significant relationships between the physíological, affective, and

personality variables.

It was felt that more information might be gained by examining the

patterns of Ss responses to the personality inventories. To this end,

patËerns based on the personality inventory data were identified by means

of Q-correlational and factor analytic techniques and an attempt was made

to relate these patterns to physiological facLor scores. The patterns

whÍch did emerge suggested the potential value of this technique for

psychophysiological research.
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CHAHIER I

INTR.ODUCTION

There have been data suggesEive of a relatÍonship beLween psychologi-

cal emotional states and given bodíly changes. Of these, anger and fear

have been most intensively investigated, yet unequivocal relationships have

not been established, In part the rather convincing non-specifícity theory

of Cannon (L934) served to impede differentiation research ín this area.

Cannon believed that all threatening stimuli resul-ted in the same autonomic

response, i.e., a massive and dÍffuse discharge of the sympaËhetic-adrenal

medullary system. This proposltion was based on his research on the adrenal

medulla of cats previously confront.ed by a barking dog. He found the inci-

dence of epinephrine (E) in the blood stream increased whether or not the

catrs principal reaction r¡ras a rage or fear response. It was also believed

at this t.ime that the only hormone secreted by the medulla was E.

It soon became evident that the adrenal medulla secreted, in addition

to E, another hormone called norepínephrine (NE). This fact was firmly

established in 1955 when Eranko successfully demonstrated that there are two

kinds of cells in the adrenal medulla, one Eype containing predominately E

and the other containing predominately NE. 0f greater importance for

psychophysiology is the evidence suggesËing these ce1ls are innervated

differentially by subcortical structures. Redgate and Gellhorn (1955), for

example, found that in anesthetized animals, the stimulation of certain

posterior portions of the hypothalamus elicíted E from the adrenal vein

whereas stimulaLion of other areas elícited NE. IL was now clear¡ly apparent



that the organism at least possessed the biologic capacity to respond dif-

ferentially to threatening stimuli.

The link between differentÍa1 medullary hormonal secretion and emo-

tional behavior was first scrutinized empirically by Funkenstein, King, and

Drolette (L954). In a later article Funkenstein (1955) traces the genesis

of this association. Their initíal research dealt with the constructÍon of

a sympathetic nervoLls system reactivity test by examiníng the blood pressure

responses of psychotics to the injection of methacholine, a mimetic of the

paras)¡mpathetic nervous system. They found psychotics with hypertension to

react to the injection in two distinct \,üays. One group (Group N) responded

with only a slight fal1 in blood pressure \,iith a rapid return to the pre-

injection level. The other group (Group E) responded with a much larger

and more susLained fall in blood pressure. As an emoEional distinctíon

appeared to parallel the physiological distinction, Funkenstein had psychÍ-

atrists rate the predominant emotion expressed by each of these patients

duríng their daily activities. Inlithout reporting quantification of the

resulLs, Funkenstein nevertheless concluded:

tflnlhen the subjectrs emotional and physiological ratÍngs r,ùere compared,
it turned out Ëhat almosE all of the patienËs who were generally angry
at other people fell in Group N...while almost all those who were
usually depressed or frightened were in Group E. (FunkensLein, L955,
p. 72)"

This 1ed Funkenstein to hypothesi-ze that Itangertr responses \^7ere associated

with a NE-1ike hormonal response and |tanxietytt or rrfeartt responses \¡¡ere

associated with an E-like hormonal response.

surprisingly, researchers did not accord this hypothesis much

attention, leaving it to remain dormant over the years. However, a number



of review artícles (Breggin, 1964; Buss, L96L; Martin, L96L; Mason, L968;

Schildkraut and Kety, L967) have proposed the Funkenstein hypothesis as

the most promising model for investÍgating the physiological and endocrin-

ological correlations of arlger and fear.

A REVIEIÄI OF THE LITERITTI]RE

?svchoendocr ino logical Res earch

Funkenstein (1955) finds support for his hypothesis in Goodallrs

(1951) study wherein aggressive, attacking animals (i.e., lion, cat) were

found Lo have a predominance of NE in the adrenal medulla whereas E was

predominant ín animals (í.e", baboon, rabbít) that depend prímarÍly on

flÍght for survival. Of interest is the fact that man was found to have a

predominance of E; although others have found (Inlest, Shepherd, & Hunter,

1.951) NE to be predomínant in the medulla of the infant.

Addítíonal naturalistic support for the Funkenstein hypothesis is

found in Elmadjian, Hope, and Lamsonrs (L957 ) catecholamine data obtained

from athlet.es engaged in hockey and boxing contests. A bioassay of pre-

and post-game urine samples vras used to derermine the change in NE and E

levels. Disregarding the technical and metabolic difficulties with this

technique (Mason, 1968), there still remains the problem of identifying

the stimulus responsible for the change of catecholamine concentration in

the urine. In some instances the post-game urine sample vlas not obtained

until three hours after the contest had Lerminated, suggesting a confusion

in the stimulus responsible for the change. Nevertheless the authors

reported active sggressive players had a much higher NE-E ratio than Play-

ers who simply watched the game. As a partial conLrol, they also examined



the catecholamine excretion of three subjects (Ss) engaged in strenuous

physical activity with little or no emotíonal involvement. These Ss did

not show a significant increase in either amine ¡,¡hich sLlggested the emo-

tional and not the physical involvement was the major determínant of the

increased catecholamine levels of the athletes.

In the same article Elmadjian et al. (L957) reported data obtained

from ten psychiatric patients examined at staff conferences. They employed

a 22-category psychiatric rating scale to classify the emotíonal behavior

of each patÍent. By separately examining a continuum characterLzed by

active aggressive behavíor at one end and passive self-effacing behavior

at the other, they were able to demonstrale a posiÊive relationship between

aggressive responses and urinary NE excretion rate. Conversely the one in-

dividual who scored at the other extreme had a very high E excretíon rate.

Cohen and Silverrnan (1959) report. t\,ro studies which r¿ere both

supportive of Funkensteinf s proposed relationship between catecholamine

excretion and emotional behavior. In the first study, they examined six

Ss under the influence of centrifugal stress which, by forcing the blood

into the perÍphery of the body, leads to cranial hypotension and eventual

blackout. Since NE increases and E decreases peripheral vascular resis-

tance, Cohen and Silverman reasoned that Ss v¡ith the highest NE and lol¿est

E 1evels should be able to withstand the highest degree of centrifugal

stress. To test this hypothesis, the gravÍtational or ¡rg-1eve1¡r resulting

in blackout was first established for each S. Urinary catecholamine

1eve1s were also assessed durÍng this stress period. The results v¡ere in

complete agreement with the investigators expectations as g-leve1 tolerance



r,,ras posítively related to NE excretion and negatively related to E excre-

tion. Next the relationship of emotíona1 experience to g-leve1 tolerance

and hormonal secretion was established. By means of a post-experimental

interview, the principal affect experienced by each S during centrifugal

stress \,ras determined. The results strongly supported the Funkenstein

hypothesis as Ss high on anxíety had the lowest blackout and the highest

E levels. Conversely, Ss who scored high on aggression had the highest

blackout and NE 1eve1s. The experiment T¡ras Ehen repeaËed on five of the

six Ss, only this time Lwo Ss previously exhibiting anxiety r¡Iere provoked

into exhibiting aggression. This tactic was successful in increasing their

tolerance to centrifugal stress.

In the second study Cohen and Silverman (L959) successfully exËended

the generality of the Funkenstein hypothesis. MecholVL, a hypotensive drug,

was injected in 10 male Ss in order to elicit cardiovascular and hormonal

resporises similar to those elicited by centrifugal stress. To render the

situation more stressful, Ss were also chastÍsed throughout the injection

period. Subjective behavior vras psychiatrÍcally assessed after the injec-

tion period and urine samples \^rere examined for NE and E content. Although

sample size T¡ras small, the results i¡/ere unequivocal in that all Ss with

psychiatric ratings of anxiety exhibited hypotensive blood pressure

responses while Ss classified as aggressive gave hypertensive responses.

Additional support \¡ias provided by the catecholamine data as anxious Ss

had the highest íncrease in urinary E and aggressive Ss had the highest

increase in urinary NE.

A lirnitation of extent psychoendocrine research resides in the



frequent neglect of objective referents for classifying the subjective

emotional responses. More specifically, endocrine researchers have often

failed to explicitly define the measuremenE devices used to classify their

Ss as angry or anxious; thereby making cross-study comparisons difficult,

if not ímpossible. Recognizíng this limiLation, Fine and Sweeney (1968)

examined the Funkenstein hypothesis with a number of standard self-report

measures. They subjectived soldiers to a variety of stressors while examin-

ing corresponding urinary excretíon rates of E and NE. The soldiers \^Iere

isolated from theír comrades for a period of three days during which they

were subjected to psychologícal speed tests, antícípating of cold sEress,

and finally actual exposure to Èhe cold stimuli. Standard projective

devices such as the Thematic Apperception Test and the Rosenzweig Picture-

Frustration test were employed to assess aggressive responses. Anxiety

was also assessed from several devices including the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory and the Maudsley ?ersonality Inventory. No att.empt

was made to relate the subjective responses experienced to Ehe various

experimental stimuli to catecholamine excretion rates. However, the

resulLs did offer some support for the Funkenstein hypothesis as high

aggression Ss, as measured by the Thematic Apperception Test, did have the

highest NE/E ratíos. The relationships between the .anxiety measures and

catecholamine levels failed to attain significance.

There are also endocrine studies - although their primary aÍm has

not been to test this hypothesis per se - which have been critical of the

hypothesis (Frankenhauser, Mellis, Rissler, Bjorkvail, & ?atkai, 1968;

T,evi, L967). Hor,n/ever, there are Ër^io basic limitations of such research.



Either a personality variable unrelated to the anger-fear dimension was

used, or frustration vras Ehe sole manipulation. It is very likely that

frustratiori alone is generally insufficient to elicit anger-fear behavior

in the laboratory. There is some evidence which suggests verbal attack

alone or in combination with frusEration is much mor:e effective in this

respect (Buss, L966; Gentry, L970). Since it is unlikely anger and fear

r,rere arorlsed in the critical research, such studies cannot be considered

to have examined the differential secretion hypothesis.

Although the evidence supportive ofthe Funkenstein hypothesis appears

to just outweigh the repudiatíng data, the hypothesis must be considered

sti11 largely speculative. Faulty methodology has been employed in the

majority of data collecLion, both supportive and noTr.supportive of the

hypothesis. Clarification of this issue is attendant upon furLher research

in this area.

Psvchophvs io logical Research

Several psychophysiologists concerned with the physiological correl-

ates of 
"rrg"i 

and fear have interpreted their results as indirectly

supporting the Funkenstein hypothesis" This is the result of the observed

similarity in the physiological response pat.tern elicited by emotional and

hormonal stimuli. The similarity of physiological responses elicited by

the catecholamines, NE and E, and the emotional stimuli anger and fear, has

been mosE apparent \,/ithin the, cardiovascular system. Table 1, reprinËed

from Goth (1968), conLains the cardiovascular changes associated with the

ínfusion of 4 ug/ml. of E and NE at the rate of 10 ug/min.

?hysiological differentiation occurs with cardiac output (CO),



TABLE 1

Cardiovascular Effects of Epínephrine (E) and Norepinephrine (NE)

?hys io logical Var iab le NE

Systolic pressure (SBP)

Diastolic pressure (DB?)

Mean pressure

Heart Rate (HR)

Cardiac output (C0)

?eripheral resistance (?R)

Increas ed

Decreas ed

Unhanged

Increas ed

Incr eas ed

Decr eas ed

Incr eas ed

Incr eas ed

Increas ed

Unehanged or decreased

Slightly decreased

Increas ed

Note: HR changes not listed in table but reported in text.

peripheral resistance (PR), diastolic blood pressure (DB?), and heart rate

(HR); suggesting these are the most likely variables to examine in relation

to emotÍonal stimuli. Of these four variables, DBP and HR are the most

directly measurable. Their usefulness in examining the differential

secretion hypothesis ís further supported in a study by I^Ienger, Clemens,

Darsíe, Engel, Estess, and Sonnanschien (1960) which found HR Lo increase

and DB? to decrease in response to E infusion; conversely HR decreased and

DB? increased with NE infusion.

Two theoretical concepts have been invoked to account for the direct

and opposite action of the catecholamines on HR and DBP. The first concept

is the receptor theory, v¡hich proposes the walls of smooth muscles to have

two kinds of receptors, alpha and beta, which are differentially receptive

to the hormones NE and E (Innes & Nickerson, L965). In the peripheral



musculature, stimulation of alpha receptors leads to vasoconstriction

while stimulation of beta receptors leads to vasodilatation. The two

opposing actions of constriction and dilatation are evídenced physiologic-

aLLy by corresponding increases and decreases Ín DBP. To explaín the

differential DB? responses to the catecholamines, it is assumed NE activ-

ates Ehe alpha receptors and E activates the beta receptors.

Cardiac muscle, on the other hand, Ís assumed to be innervated almost

entirely by beta receptors which at this site are highly responsive to E

and only partially responsÍve to NE. At the theoretÍcal level, Lherefore,

one would expect HR to Íncrease in response to both hormones. Empirically,

however, it has been found that HR decreases under the influence of NE

(i^Ienger et al., 1960). The concept of homeostatic control has been offered

to account for this discrepancy. lhe slight increase in HR to NE stimula-

tion raises the arterial pressure. However, the v¡a1ls of the arteries con-

tain pressure or streLch receptors which are extremely sensitive to the

changes ín vascular pressure. Therefore, with the increase ín arterial

pressure there is a corresponding increase in Lhe frequency of afferent '

signals to the cardioinhibitory cenËer of the medulla oblongaEa. As the

initial direct acceleratory effect of NE is only minor, the net effect is

bradycardia or a reduction in HR.

It is problematícr,trether the receptor theory and homeostasis are

operative in the studies employing the emotional stimuli of anger and fear.

The mechanism underlying the responses of physiological variables to

exogenous E and NE may bear 1itt1e or no relationshíp to the mechanisms

underlying the responses of similar variables to emotional sEimuli.
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Nevertheless the psychophysiological studies vlere examined príncipally for

the effects of anger and fear stimuli on HR and DBP. The FunkensteÍn or

differential secretion hypothesis would predict an increase in HR and a

decrease in DBP t.o fear stimulÍ, and conversely a decrease in lIR and an

increase in DBP to anger stimuli.

In 1953, Ax performed his classic study which successfully differen-

tiated Ss on Ëhe basis of their respective physiological responses to

anger and fear stimuli. In spite of operating within a laboratory setting,

he ingenuously contrived distinct stimuli designed to elicit anger and fear,

respectively.

rtThe fear stimulus consisted of a gradually increasing intermittent
shock stimulus to the little finger which never reached an intensíty
suffÍcienL to cause pain. trIhen the subject reported the sensation,
the experimenter expressed surprise, checked Lhe wiring, pressed a key
which caused sparks to jump near the subject, then exclaimed wirh alarm
that this r^las a dangerous high-voltage short circuit. The experiment-
er created an atmosphere of alarm and confusion. After five minutes
from Lhe time the subject reported the shock, the experimenter removed
the shock wire, assuring the subject that all danger \^ras past, that Ehe

circuit had been found and repaired. (Ax, 1953, p. 435)u

A period of 15 minutes Íntervened between the anger and fear sttuations.

The anger sLimul-us consisted of the appearance of a rude and arrogant

polygraph operator who criticized and roughly adjusted Ss for a period of

tÍme equal to that of the fear session. All Ss rnrere ery'osed to both situa-

tions, with approximately half the Ss receiving the fear stimulation first

and the remainder receiving the anger stÍmulation first. Four physiologi-

ca1 variables showed significantly greater average reactions for anger and

three variables showed greater average reactions for fear. The former were

HR falls, DBP rises, number of galvanic skin responses (GSR), and a number

of muscle Ëension increases (MT). The latter variables r¡lere skin conducLance
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increases (SC), number of MT peaks, and respiration rate increases (RR).

An examination of the respective fear and anger physiological response

profiles suggested a relationship to the Funkenstein hypothesÍs. The

fear pattern r¡/as in definite accordance with the physiological pattern

elicited by E. However, Ax felt the anger profile resembled a combined NE

and E response pattern.

The similarity of physiological responses to emotional and hormonal

stimuli has been confirmed by Ax, Bamford, Beckett, Domine, and Gottlieb

(L969). At the same time of the 1953 study five of the Ss were also given

E and NE injections. Although not reported previously, Ax et aI. found

a f.aír1-y close relationship between the anger and NE profiles and between

the fear and E profiles.

An experiment very similar in design to the Ax (1953)study was

performed by Schachter (L957). In fact, he even used data from 15

of the Ss employed in the Ax study. In addition Lo anger and fear

stimulation, Schachter confronted Ss with cold-pressor stimulation

whích was intended to elicit pain. The physiologíca1 response patterns

to anger, fear, and pain resembled, as in the Ax study, the

differential responses elicited by E and NE. To test the viability of

this relationship, Schachter devised a physiological classification

scale which ranged from trmarked NE-liketr through trmixed NE-Etr to ilmarked

E-liket¡ effects. However, the criteria used to determine a Srs position

on the continuum r^Tere poorly defined" For example, to be placed in the

Itmarked NE-likett category, S had to exhibit during the stÍmulus period of

inËerest, arrmarked?r increase in ?R and DB?, and a Itdroprt in HR and CO. This
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deficiency, in combination with the probable neglect of using a blind

classification procedure could have resulted in considerable bias. Never-

theless, 31 of 47 Ss were classifíed as exhibiting NE-like physiological

responses to pain stimulation. Less than half of the Ss exhibited a similar

pattern to anger stímulaLion. Ihe fear portion of the Funkenstein hypothe-

sis received the strongest confirmaLion as 35 of 48 Ss extribited E-like res-

ponse patterns.

Funkenstein, King, and DroletLe (1-954) adopted a different approach

in theír examination of the differential secretion hypothesis. Instead of

using external anger- and fear-inducing slimuli, they presented one set of

stimuli to all Ss. In effect they relied on antícipated individual differ-

ences in mediating responses to the same stimul-i. The stimulus complex

consisted of the investigator reading off digits and arithmetic problems in

a confusing and rapid manner while chastising S for incorrect responses.

The majority of Ss were expected to either blame the experimenter for their

difficulties (Anger-out) or blame themselves (Anger-in). The terms Anger-

out and Anger-in are used synonymously with the terms anger and fear/anxiety.

The subjecLive responses \¡¡ere assessed in an interview immediately following

Lhe stress period. A physiological classification procedure, símilar in

nature to the one used by Schachter (1957 ) was used to code responses into

NE-like or E-líke categories. Unfortunately, the same lack of control

evident in the Schachter study \^ras operative in this study as the same

investigacors rnTere involved in both the verbal and physiological assessment

procedures. This is very serious when one consíders that both assessment

procedures r.^rere also subjective in naËure. ïhe results, taken at faee value,
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Ì¡zere in strong support of the differential secretion hypothesis. Of the 18

Ss classified as Anger-out, 14 exhibited a NE-like physiological response

pattern. The results \"rere equally supporLive of the case of Anger-in--since

L2 of. 15 Ss exhibÍted E-like response patterns.

A summary of the relevant portions of the Ax (1953), Schachter (1957),

and Funkensteín et al. (L954) studies appears Ln TabLe 2. The Funkenstein

hypothesis suggests a similarity of physiological responses during anger and

f.ear to physiological responses elicited by the infusion of NE and E. From

Table 2 it is evident that only the Funkenstein et al. (L954) study is

definitíve with respect to emotÍonal responses. The results from the Ax and

Schachter studies can be taken in support of differential ot tto.tdifferential

response patterning. In the Ax study, for example, DBP increased 17.8 mm Hg.

TABLE 2

Summary of Portions of the Ax (1953), Schachter (L957),

and Funkenstein et a1. (L954) Studies

Cardiovas cu lar
Var iab le

Ax
Fear Anger

Schachter
Fear Anger

Funkenstein et a1.
Fear Anger

SBP

DBP

HR

CO

20.4

L4.5

30.3

L9.2

t7.B

25.8

22.5

L3.7

18. 7

6.7

2L"L

L4.5

10. 8

3.0

t9.6% L3.t%

9.7"/" 22.8%

33.3"/" 7.4%

6L"9% -3.2%

Note: Scores in the Ax and Schachter studies represent mean differ-
ence scores between resting 1evel and the maximum leve1 attained in response
Ëo stress stimulation. Scores in the Funkenstein et al. study represent
percenËage changes from resEing Ieve1.
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for anger and 14.5 mm. Hg. for fear resulting ín a net mean difference of

only 3.3 mm. Hg. AlEhough statistically significant the reliabílity and

theoretical significance of this difference remains to be demonstrated.

The conception of general physiological arousal, supportive of

Cannon's (L934) principle of diffuse activation, has received considerable

support from the experimental literature (Duffy, L957; Malmo, L959; Seyle,

1946), and cannot be ignored. DÍfferential response patterning, if it

occurs, will have to be detected over and above this general tendency.

General physiological arousal may characterLze all émotions, but the com-

posite index characterLzLng one emotion may be different from that charac-

Ler Lzíng another emoEion.

Dykman, Ackerman, Galbrecht, and Reese (L963) performed a post hoc

analysis of the Funkenstein hypothesÍs. In the experiment proper, 40 male

medical students r¡rere required to recite a list of dígÍts backwards under

continual criticism for poor performance. On Ehe basis of a post-experi-

mental interview, Ss were dichotomÍzed inLo those who experienced predomi-

nantly fear and those who experienced predominantly anger during the stress

períod. Of the physiological variables employed, HR was the only one to

behave in accordance r¿ith the Funkenstein hypothesís. SC and RR responses

were in Ehe opposite dírection to the changes observed by Ax (1953). On

the basis of this latter finding, Dykman et al. felt their results repudi-

ated the Funkenstein hypothesis. However, the hypothesis, in its present

form, does not lead to predictions with the variables of SC and RR" In

fact SC is controlled by the cholinergic system and is therefore under the

direct control of acetylcholine and not NE or E. ErnpirÍcally, Wenger et
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aL. (1960) found E and NE infusions to have no effect on SC and only a

slight effect on RR.

Several investÍgaLors have also examined the Funkenstein hypothesis

in relation to personality traíts. Funkenstein, King, and Drolette (L957)

found that Ss who exhibÍted a NE-like response pattern to the experimenLal

sLressor perceived their fathers as the chief source of authority and

affection. Conversely, Ss with an E-like pattern perceived their mothers

as both the chief sources of authority and affectíon. The NE-like Ss also

placed more emphasis on the necessity of the male being dominant and

assertive ín familial relationships.

Berger (L964) dívided 30 psychiatric patients, on the basis of their

blood pressure response to methacholine injection, into NE-like and E-like

groups. In addition, 22 personality scores r,¡ere derived from two projec-

tive tests. Of. 44 phi-coefficients computed, only five attained signific-

ance. In spite of this, Berger felt the overall self-report pattern of

the NE-like group was characteristic of an rrinfantile personality constel-

laËiontr. These patients 'also expressed less hostility and greater resent-

ment tow¿rds their fathers on the projective instruments. The E-like group

T/,/ere seen as more adequate in attachments with parents and also exhibited

more fantasied hostility.

Ax, Beckett, Cohen, Frohman, Tourney, and Gottlieb (L962) have also

applÍed the Funkenstein hypothesis to the clinical setting. They found a

definite trend for schizophrenic patients to respond to the threat of

electríc shock with a NE-like physiological response pattern, while non-

psychotic patients responded r,víth an E-like physiological response pattern"
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Due to the sma1l sample size a definíte trend could not, at thÍs time, be

incontestably established. By usíng a larger sample size and a group of

matched controls, Ax et a1" (L969) were able to corroborate their earlier

finding. In this study each S was required to inrnerse his foot in ice

vraËer for a period of one minute. A pattern analysis based onthe composite

index of six physiological variables clearly differentiated the schizo-

phrenics from the controls. The schizophrenics exhibited a definite NE-

like pattern, while the controls exhibited an E-1ike pattern.

THEORE T ICAL AND METHODOI.OG ICAL CONS ]DERA"T IONS

In conducting psychophysiological research, there are several issues

in need of serious consideration. In terms of the present research, it is

possible to categorize these issues into four general headings: (a) endoc-

rinological-physiological relationship, (b) method of emotion-inducing

manipulation, (c) measurement of verbal behavior, and (d) measurement of

physiological responses .

Endo cr ino 1o gical -phvs io 1og ica I Re lat ionsh ip

The Funkenstein hypothesís (Funkenstein et al., L957) is based on

the assumption of differential secretion of NE and E duríng the emotional

staEes of anger and fear. DB? and HR were shovrn to be sensítive and

easily obtainable physiological indicants of the differentía1 effects of

these catecholamines. More importantly both DBP and HR have proved to be

the most promising variables in differentiating the emotions of anger and

fear. Several investigators, however, have chalLenged the proposed rela-

Ëionship between physiological and endocrinological systems on the basis

thaË the effector organs respond Loo quickly to Ëhreatening stimuli for the
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adrenal medulla to be involved (Buss, L96L; Dykman et al" , L960). In

response to Lhis challenge, it has been found that both NE and E are

available at the syrnpathetic nerve endíngs for írunediate action. Formerly

iË was believed NE on1-y was avaílabl-e, but a recent. review (I.{urtman, 1965)

suggests both hormones are available at this síte.

This issue is certainly less controversÍal Lhan the precedíng

argumenL implies. In recognition of this point, Ax et 41" (L969) comment:

trFollowing Funkenstein et al., we have used the terms repinephrine-
1Íket and tnorepinephrine-liker to descrÍbe Lhe physiologic patterns
Lhat tend to be more like one or the other of these t\nro staEes; this ís
not to imply Lhat the subjects necessarily have higher epinephrine or
norepinephrine concentratÍons in the blood, rather it is ímplied that
these terms represenL the combined neurologic and hormonal states. (Ax
et al. , L969, p. 354)"tl

The current state of psychophysiological theory precludes the formula-

tion of exact identities between physiological and endocrinological pro-

cesses. At present the utility of such identities resides only aL a des-

crÍptive 1eve1.

Method of Emotion-inducing Manipulation

TheoreticaLLy, there are at least t\,io opPosing approaches to the

induction of emotional states. Fírst, the stímu1us situation can be arranged

in such a manner that factors within the external situation are the major

determiners of the emotional reactions. Second, the stimul-us siËuation can

be arranged such that factors v¡íthin the Ss, rather than the external

stimulus array, play the major role in determÍnÍng the emotion experienced.

It is probably not possible to eompletely isolate these methods as any

response is the result of both externaL and internal stimuli. The first

appro.ach is exemplified by the Ax (1953) and Schachter (Lg57) studies
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wherein the emotions of anger and fear were identified strictly in terms

of the external stimulus situation. The study by Funkenstein et al. (1954)

exemplifies the second approach as the resonses of the Ss were used to

define the nature of the emotion experienced.

The major difficulty with an a priori definition of the emotÍona1

stimulus is simply the identífying of a suitable stimulus. Anger and fear

are learned responses to innumerable stimuli, both internal and external,

which makes it extremely difficult to specify a stimulus which will elicit

the same responses across a group of Ss. Shontz (L965) has discussed

this problem with references to the Ax (1953) study:

rrÏhe validity of this investigation depands Lo a Large extent upon
the degree to which the investigator was successful in actually prod-
ucing the emotional states intended. The real independenl variables
were not the stimulus situations that presumably produced these
states but the subjectsr probable responses to these situations"
(Shontz, L965, p. 202)tl

This may account for the large individual dífferences found in the Schach-

ter (1957 ) study, as only one-half of the Ss exhibited a NE-like response

pattern to the anger sLimulus. Although other explanaEions are certainly

plausible, Ëhe other Ss may have simply reacted with an emotional response

unrelated to anger. In his recent book on psychological stress, Lazarus

(L966) has reiterated the difficulty of a purely external sLimuli approach:

tr...stress cannot be defined exclusively by situations because the
capacity of any situation to produce stress reaction depends on the
characteristics of the individuals. (Lazarus, L966, p. 5¡tt

By attempting to define emotions solely ín terms of the external

situation, the investigator must face, in addition to individual differ-

ences in appraisal, the problem of differences in the physical character-

istics of the respective situations. Not only does the physiological
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response depend on the Srs appraisal, but it also depends on the physical

parameters of the stimulus sítuation. This problem is of paramount

importance in stress research as a variety of distractors such as white

noise, electric shock, and physical abuse have been applied differentially

in the elicitation of emotional behavior. Averill and Opton (1968) ín

discussing this problem, point out that the mean differences found between

the fear and anger stimuli in the Ax (1953) study may not have reflected

differences in emotional states, but simply differences in the physical

parameters of the stimulus situations. If the same exlernal stimulus

situation is used across all Ss, the problem is not removed but now it

wÍ11 be possible to detect physiological responses occurring duríng

emotÍonal states over and above the connnon responses occurring to the

physical parameters of the stimulus situatíon. In the present investiga-

tion, the same external st.imulus complexlras presented to all Ss and in-

dividual differences along the dimension of anger and fear were anticipated

in response to these stimuli.

Measurement of the Verbal Behavior

By adopting the approach which defines the emotion experienced in

terms of the Srs actual response, it followed that the assessment of verb-

al behavior must be accorded the same imporLance as the assessment of the

physiological behavior. Although the poste>¡perimental interview has been

used quite extensively in the past, its use is no longer recommended. The

subjectíve interview, besides being difficult to conduct, suffers from

lack of standardizati-on and objective scoríng thereby making ímpossible

cross-study comparisons of relevant research. Often the interviewer will
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not accept at face value the S's ínterpretation of his experience and begin

to probe for what he believes the S rrreallyrt experienced. If emotíonal

research is to advance, objective techniques must be implemented to scale

the subjective as well as the physiological behavior.

In the past few years various adjective check lists have been de-

vised to circumvent the problens inherent Ín the interview, the most popular

being the Nowlis Mood Adjective Check LÍst (Nor^rlis, L965). The Mood

Adjective Check List (l.fACI,), in its complete f orm, consísts of. 49 self -

descriptÍve adjectives on which S reports his perception of feelings at the

moment of taking the test. Each adjective is rated on a four-point scale

ranging from rtdefinitely feel8i to lidefinitely do not feellt and the entire

test takes only a fe\,/ minutes to complete. úr. t.rponses have been factor

anaLyzed several times and have yielded 10 independent dimensions. Thís

makes it possible to use only the mood factors of interest, thereby short-

ening the time of administration to two or three minuLes. Nor¿lis also

sites several articles in support of his claim that the ivfACL is maximally

sensitive Ëo mood and minimally sensitive to other determinants of verbal

behavior such as social desirability. Taken as a whole, however, he

recognizes the limitations of Lhe MACL in that only a few adjectives are

being employed to assess very complex emotional staEes. This limitation

notwithstanding, the I4ACL constitutes an impo vement over the unstructured

interview by virtue of its standardization and objectivity.

Measurement of Lhe Physiological Responses

For the purpose of facilitating discussion, this category can be

further subdivided into: (i) recording of the physiological responses,
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(ii) analysis of the physiological data, and (iii) derivation of the Intra-

syrnpathetic Balance Score (ISB).

Recording of the phvsiological responses. One difficulty more

prevalent with the earlier psychophysiological studies was the rnanner in

which the physiological varÍables \^rere recorded. For insËance, Funkenstein

et al. (1954) only recorded responses prior to and immediately following

the stress period. This approach may mÍsrepresent what has taken place

since one surrtrnary measure does not describe the entire experimental pro-

cedure. In agreement with this position, Mordkoff (L964) has proposed that

stress periods may riot operate in a unitary fashion in that some periods

may elicit different responses than other periods. ThÍs is precisely what

he found when using the rrsubincisionr¡ film of Lazarus and his colleagues

(Lazarus, Speisman, Mordkoff, and Davidson, L962) as the fÍlm proved to be

much more disrupting physiologically aL the beginning than at the end.

One assumptÍon behind the use of only pre- and post-stimulation

measures is that once the sympathetÍc system is aroused, it will remain

aroused for some period of time. However, üIurtman (1965) disagrees with

this position and proposes instead that the sympaLhetic system responds Ín

short rtspurtstt with equally short durations of response. lvlason (1968) has

also adopted a similar position:

rrThe extreme labiliËy of the sympathetic-adrenal medullary system
which responds so rapidly that 1eve1s may show a tenfold charge in the
human or monkey in 2 min. or may, on the other hand, drop from a peak
of 10 úg./L/ or more to less than 1 vg./L. in a few minutes, places
heavy technical demands upon the physiologÍcal investigator working
r¿ith Lhe conscious subject. (Mason, 1968, p. 644)n

Regardless of the actual temporal mechanism involved, iL was advocated that

as many as possible readings be Laken from the various stimulus periods.
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This was easily achieved with lIR as the cardiotachometer permÍts a contin-

uous record of the R-R intervals v¡hich can be converted to beats per

minute (bpm). In addition, Opton, Rankin, and Lazarus (L966) have

simplifÍed the scoring of cardiotachometer data by proposing only the peak

raLe reached during prescribed Íntervals be scored. In addition to saving

considerable time, the method offers some control over variation due to

the sinus arrythmia. It r,üas more difficult to obtaín numerous DB? read-

ings Ín that the ausculatory method required the inflation and deflation

of a cuff for each readÍng. It was still possible, however, to obtain a

number of readings during the experimental session.

Analvsis of the phvsiological data. The statist.ical analysis of

physiological data is most difficult as a linear relationship between the

magnitude of psychological response and the magnitude of physiological

response cannot always be assumed. Instead a negative relationshíp often

appears betr¿een the amount of change evidenced by a physíological variable

and the initial level of the same physiological variable. This relation-

ship between initial level and response to stimulation has become known as

rhe t'l,aw of Initial Valuetr (Wilder, 1958). The law states that the lower

the initial level Lhe greater the change in response to a stimulus associ-

ated with an increase in activity; the higher the initial level the greater

the change in response to a sËimulus associated with a decrease in activity"

The problem for psychophysiology may be exemplified by considering two hypo-

thetical Ss i¿ith initíal HR scores of 60 and 90 bpm, respectively. An

increase of 10 bpm by both, it would be argued, canrlot have the same meaning.

The S with the higher ínitial HR would experience the greater reaction
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because hís increase occurred nearer the upper lÍmit of the cardiovascular

system where opposing homeostatic forces are much greater. To have re-

flected the same reacLion as the S with the ínitial level of 60 bpm, his

HR increase should have been more than 10 bprn. Some investigators believe

this negative relationship must be removed if meaningful relationships are

to be uncovered (Benjamin, L963; Lacey, L956)"

The most freguently used statistical method used to eorrect for

this dependence on initial level is T.aceyrs (L956) Autonomíc Lability

Score (ALS). The ALS is similar to the analysis of covariance in that the

effects of initial level are statistically removed. Considerable opposi-

tion has been voiced both against the Law of fnitÍal Value (f,tV) and

Laceyts proposed meEhod of correction. Steinchneider and Lipton (1965) con-

sider the LIV as barely a semi-quantitative law as there is no specific

mathematical function relating initial level to the amount of change. The

nature of the rel-ationship has also been found to vary across Ss (Stern-

bach, L966) and across variables (Shapiro, L960). On the theoretical side,

lykken (1968) has disagreed with the rrblindtt removal of the negative

correlaËion of Ínitial 1evel with amount of change. The relatÍonship, he

fee1s, is an empirical facE and therefore may have theoretical value.

At present there is no established precedent for the appropriate

analysis. Heath and Oken (1965) have offered an alternative to the ALS

which is more conservative as it does not result ín a score which is in-

dependent of initial leve1. The method simply involves the standardíza-

tion of pre- and postscores and Ehen computing the difference. Although

not free of the influence of initÍal leve1, the resultant standardized
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difference score (ZDS) is proposed to be a direct measure of change where-

as the Al,S is not. In addition, there is some evidence that blood pressure

is not influenced by the LIV (Shapiro, 1960). In such cases the ZDS has

been demonstrated to more clearly reflect the magnitude of change than does

the LIV (Heath & Oken, L965). The presenL investigation adopted the ZDS

approach throughout the data analysis.

Derivation of the Intrasympathetic Balance Score. The Funkensteín

hypothesis proposes a relationship between the emotional states, anger and

fear, and the catecholamines NE and E" A review of the relevant research

suggested DBP and HR to be the most promising vatiables for differentiating

anger and fear within the framework of this hypothesis" This is not to

imply the simple equation of HR with fear and DB? with anger as previous

research indicated an interaction of both physiological variables wiEh

each psychological state. Since both physiological variables are predomi-

nantly under Ëhe control of the sympathetic nervous system, the Intrasympa-

Ëhetic Balance Score or ISB üras proposed as a means of reflecting this

interactiorr on a single continuum. Simply stated, the ISB reflected the

standardized difference (mean of 50 and sigma of 10) between S's relative

standing on DB? minus his relative standing on HR. A high ISB score

therefore reflected a high DBP score relative to a HR score. Conversely,

a low ISB score reflected hÍgh HR scores relative to DB? scores. In a

very narro\^r sense, the pattern approach of Ax (1953) was retained in this

sEudy. In addition, the pattern \¡ras directly quantified and expressed on

a single continuum.

The ISB scores were derived in a much more specific nature than is
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implied in the preceding paragraph. fn order to adequately summaríze the

physiological data, it was proposed two kinds of fSB scores be derived,

one reflecting pre- and poststimulus or tension data and the other re-

flecting change or labÍlity data. This \^ras the result of a distinction

made by Lacey:

rrAutonomic tension and autonomic lability are simply names for
level of function and magnitude of changes, respectÍvely. By
autonomíc tension, then, is meant símply the direct evaluation of
the current status of each physiological function in the units of
measurement appropriate to that functÍon...AutonomÍc lability is a
measure of momentary displacemenE of level as a function of some
imposed stimulus. (Lacey, 1959, p. L79)tt.

I-acey feels the distinction is quite important in that the tension and

lability scores have different statistÍca1 proporties and different

relationships to other modes of behavior, both of which \üere examined in

this paper.

By way of illustrating the use of tension and labÍlity scores in

the present research, consider an individual with a resting HR of 60 bpm

and a resting DBP of 50 mm. Hg. Assume, upon stimulation, his HR rises

to B0 bpm and his DB? to 55 mn. Hg. Next the four distributions contain-

ing these tension scores are converted into standardized T-scores, with

mearr equal to 50 and sigma equal to 10. By subtracting the standardized

base HR score from the corresponding DB? score, and restandardizing the

difference, a specific Tension-ISB score is computed. Similarly, the

difference between the tension scores attained under stimulation would

constitute another Tension-ISB score. lhe Lability-ISB score was computed

in an identical fashion, except it was based on change scores concomitant

with stimulation. Using the standardlzed tension data, the respective
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increases shown by HR and DB? were first derived. The differences vrere

then standardized and subtracted from one another, yielding the Lability-

ISB score.

PRE],]MINARY INVES T]GATION

An extensive preliminary investigation was conducted prior to the

present study. The major ínterest of the preliminary study concerned the

stabilÍty of the Tension and Lability-ISB seores. Specifically, the

degree to which the ISB and íts component scores under various conditions

were replícable across two successive days was scrutinized. A number of

related issues were also examined. Firstly, the reliabÍlities of ISB

scores derived from mean peak scores and simply the peak score hTere compared.

Secondly, the experimental session was divided into several Ídentifiable

periods and the physiological responses obtaÍned durÍng these periods were

compared. The main division was made on the basis of whether physÍcal or

psychological stimuli were predominant. Thirdly, time to recovery following

stimulation \^ias examined. This temporal variable has generally been

neglected in psychophysiologÍca1 research. Fína1ly, the relationshíp of

these numerous physiological scores to several self-report inventories were

examined

?rocedure and Results

?sychological and physiological data were collected from 50 male Ss

enrolled in the introductory psychology class at the Universíty of Manit.oba.

Upon entering the laboratory, S was seated in a comfortable reclining chair

and the physiological apparatus was attached. Following a 20 mínute base

period S was required to complete the Thayer Affect Adjective Check List

(Thayer, 1967), a self-report measure of general activation. Upon
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completÍon of the check 1ist, the instructions listed in Appendix A were

verbally presented. The experiment was described as a study of the cardio-

vascular reactions associated with the attentive process. The task was

presented to Ss in terms of solving extremely difficult anagrams under Lhe

distraction of white noise, with the additional manipulation of harassment

by the investigator (E). The underlying purpose of the task was, in

actuality, to elicÍt the emoLional responses requisite for the examination

of the issues in question. Immediately following the last anagram/noise

tria1, the adjective check list was readministered. A recovery period of

20 minutes completed the experimental sessíon. Except for minor variations

in the instructions and the use of different anagr.ams, the same procedure

iu.as adopted on the following day. In a third and final tesLing session,

self-report inventory daLa pertaining to anger and fear were collected" A

total of three inventories \Àrere used, the first being constructed by the E

to separate ttfeel-likerr responses from ¡tactualrr respoÍì.ses to Potential anger-

eliciting social stimuli. The Activíty ?reference Questíonnaire (Lykken,

and Katzenmeyer, Lg67) was used to assess anxiety and Valinrs (1967)

Nervousness and Anger Questionnaire completed the self-report battery"

The psychophysiological data anaLysis utilized various subscales of

the check list and inventory self-report data in conjunction wÍth Lhe

physiological index and component scores obtained during the experimental

sLress session. Physiological scores were also derived from several

identifiable periods of the experimental session: (a) initial rest period,

(b) check list period, (c) anagram/noise period, (d) harassment period,

and (e) final resL period. Because of incomplete automation, DB? was
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sampled only Íntermittently, readings being obtained only during the two

resE periods and the harassment period. IIR r/r'as recorded continlrously and

scored according to the mean peak method proposed by Opton, Rankin, and

Lazarus (L966)" In addition, the single maximal raLe attained duríng the

various stimulus periods T,üas treated as a separaËe variable.

The physiological test-retest reliability coefficients and the psy-

chophysiological relationships were statistically evaluated with the

Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation. The main question of

this analysis concerned the reliability of the ISB score, taken by itself,

and in relation to the component scores from which it was derived" The

reliability coefficients aîe presented in Table 3. The median and range

r¡ere used to summarí-ze tlne coefficients for similar scores obtained during

different perÍods" The substantial range exhibited by the various physio-

logical scores attests Lo the difference of the stimulus periods in elicit-

ing similar resporrses across consecutive days. In ascending order of re-

líabilíty were the interval period, Lhe check list period, the initial base

period, and the anagram/noise period. An inspection of the polygraph

tracing suggested HR to be very stabile during the latter period. However,

during the interval separaLing the anagram/noise trials, there was

considerable variation in HR. Lacey and Lacey (L962) have

suggested that each S has a maximum level which is reached upon stimulation.

ThÍs notion is certainly supported by the HR responses to anagram/noíse

stimulation found in this study. Additional support is provided by the

finding that a single peak score obtained during the anagram/noise period

T,rias as reliable as the average of a number of peak scores. Ihis suggested
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TAB],E 3

Twenty-four Hour Reliabilíty Coefficients of the ISB,

Component and Recovery Scores

S core Median Range

Iabiliry-ISB

Tens ion- ISB

T,ab i 1i ty HR- component

Lability DBP-component

Tension HR-component

Tension DBP-component

Recovery HR

Recovery DBP

.JJ

.58

.31

.50

.76

.63

.30

.40

.18 - .s4

.51 - .69

.20 - .57

.45 - .s4

.s6 - .84

.61 - .65

Note: Lability refers to change scores from base; Tension refers
to pre- and post=stress response levels. ISB represents stanardized
dífference between DBP and HR component measures.

HR did indeed reach a maxÍmum and then level off at the maxímum rate. A

sími1ar approach was adopted with DB? in that three scores were derived

for each period of interest: mean level which was based on all the read-

ings, peak which was the híghest 1evel atEained, and a mean based on the

two highest readings. The latter measure proved to be the most reliable.

As indicated in Table 3, physíological scores derived from lability

data were generally consíderably less reliable than physiological scores

derived from tension data. In acEual fact a paradox exists between the

reliabilities of change and tension scores (Bereiter, L967; McNemar, L962).
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Although the reliabiliLy of a lability score varies directly with the

reliability of tensíon scores, it also varies inversely with the correla-

tion betrn'een tension scores. Therefore the reliability of a change score

can only be increased by increasing the relíability of Ehe tension scores,

but this also increases the correlation between the l-atter resulting in a

decrease in the reliability of the change score.

The data summarízed in Table 3 demonstrates that the derived ISB

scores \^7ere generally less reliable over time than the component scores.

In facË Ehe more the ISB score deviated from the component scores, the

more the reliability decreased. This ruled out the possibílity of a

derived score, comprised of HR and DBP in synergetic or correlated relation-

shíp, being a more reliable index than the component scores taken by them-

selves.

The correlational analysis revealed very few significant relation-

ships between the physiological varíables and the self-report data. The

intercorrel,atíon matrix \^7as comprised of 240 measures, many of which were

dependent. In order to facilitate interpretation, a factor analysis v¡as

performed, separately fcr both days, on Lhe physiological and check list

daia Laken together with the self-report data from the third session.

Thus the physiological and check lisË data of the first day was factor

anaLyzed with the self-report inventory data. The same procedure was

followed for the physllological and check list data collected for the second

day. A Lotal of. L32 variables were factor anaLyzed for each day. Because

of the high degree of experimental dependence among many of the measures,

Ëhis analysis r,ras intended only as a suinmary device.
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The data were factor analyzed on a computer using a principal-

components solution. All factors corresponding to eigenvalues greater

than one were retained and rotated to Varimax crÍterion. Twenty-three

factors r¡rere retained for rotation on Day 1 and 22 fac9ors vTere retaihed

onDay 2. On account ofthe large dependency of many of the measures, no

importance could be atEributed to the proportion of variance accounted for

by each factor. ,Ho\nrever, on both days, the first fíve factors appeared to

summaríze the important aspects of this study. A summary of these factors

is presented in Table 4 for Day 1 and Table 5 for Day 2. In the case where

a number of similar scores were derived from different periods, the median

and range were used to simplify descriptíon.

On both Days 1 and 2, Factor I was defíned by the high posítive lead-

ings of the Lability-ISB scores. Íhe DBP and HR lability component scores

also loaded on this factor. In support of Laceyts (959) distinction be-

tvreen lability and tension physiological scores, the Tension-ISB scores

and their components loaded on Factor II.. Factor III was described as a

general syrnpathetic change factor as both HR and DB? lability scores loaded

equally on this factor. The loadings vrere also in the same direction thus

negating expectations of a possible bipolar factor. The intercorrelations

between the DBP and HR lability scores ranged from.27 to.4B across the

two days. Factor IV an Day I and Factor V on Day 2 were both defined by

the Lability-ISB scores derived from the initial check list period. Inspec-

tion of Tables IV and V does not make this evident since Lability scores

T¡rere summarLzed under a single classif ication. fhe emergence of this

specific Labí1ity facËor on t\^ro consecutive days offers some support for a
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TABLE 4

Factor Loadings on the Factors Obtained on Day 1

Factor

Variable II III

LabÍ lity- ISB

Tens ion- ISB

Lability-HR

LabÍ1ity-DBP

Tens ion-IiR

Tension-DBP

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DBP

Thayer Check List

Valins: Anger
Nervousness

APQ: Social Anxiety
Physical Anxiety
Ego Íhreat

.87
. 59 to .93

.15
-.23 to "29

-.32
-.03 to -"54

.68
.64 ro .69

.07
-.23 xo .2i

.27
-.11 ro .35

-.03

.11

.02
-.21 to .2L

.01

.06

-.06
.10

_.28

-.01
-.02 to " 13

.68
.64 to .72

.a4
-.14 to .09

.00
- .02 to .0i

-.90
-.86 ro -"95

.01
.00 to ,02

-.04

-.09

.05
- .34 ro .33

.05

.01

.01
_.23

.L2

.00
-.07 to .L4

-.01
-. 10 ro .L2

- ttI

-.59 to -.80

- "64^.63 to -.67

-. 13
-.32 ro "37

-.05
-. 10 to .35

_ 
"L9

-.32

.01
-"06 to .04

.16
-.01

_.23
- "07
-.06

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Note: The median and range were used to summarize identical scores
derived from different stimulus periods. Lability-ISB represents scores
based on the difference betvreen standardized DB? and HR lability soores.
Tension-ISB scores represent the difference between standardized DB? and HR

tension scores. Lability-HR and Lability-DBP refer to change scores from
prestímulus or base level. Tension-HR refers to pre- and poststimulus stand-
ardízed IìR scores, while Tension-DB? refers to pre- and posËstimulus DBP

scores. Recovery scores refer to the time Ín minuËes taken to retlrrn Ëo

prestimulus 1evels.
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TABT,E 4 (CONTTNUED)

Factor
Var iab 1e rV

Labiliry- ISB

Tension- ISB

Lability-HR

Lability-DBP

Tension-HR

Tens ion-DBP

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DBP

Thayer Check List

Valins: Anger
Nervousness

APQ: Social Anxiety
Physical Anxiety
Ego Threat

.10
-.01 to .7 5

.02
-.05 to .20

-.05
-.54 to .02

.05
.04 to .15

.09
-.43 to . 13

.05
" 03 to .07

.06

.26

-.01
-. 19 ro .I4

.03
-.05

_.L9
_.25
-.02

.L3
-"09 ro .22

.66
.64 to .69

_. 15
-.07 to -.2I

.09
-.09 to .09

-.04
-.09 to .08

.9r
" 90 to .94

.05

.13

.01
-.1-6 ro "06

.L9
-. 13

- .03
.03

_.03

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range
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TABLE 5

Factor Loadings on the Faciors Ohtained on Day 2

Variable
Factor

IÏ III

Labí1ity- IS B

Tens ion- ISB

Lability-HR

Lability-DBP

Tens ion-HR

Tension-DB?

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DB?

Thayer Check List

Valins: Anger
Nervousnes s

APQ: Social Anxiety
Physical Anxiety
Ego Threat

.BB

"66 to .96

.20
-.30 to .29

-.38
- "48 to -.2L

.68
.66 to "73

-"05
-.L2 to .13

.20
-.20 to .27

_.L4

.35

.01
-.17 ro .28

-.04
-.L2

_.27
-.L2
-.40

.01
-.07 to .09

.57
.54 to "62

-.03
-.10 ro .03

.00
- "02 ro .00

- oe
. JJ

-.86 to -.97

_ 
"17

-. 16 ro -. 18

.04

-.2L

.07
-.30 to .L7

- "L2
.01

.07

.L4

.18

_.07
-.22 to .22

.05
-.!2 to .08

.7s
-"54 to .86

.67
-. 59 to .69

"09
-.30 ro .L2

.08
-.30 ro .L2

.39

.25

.01
-.20 ro .I7

_.09
.06

.34

.18

.36

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

ivled

Range

Med
Range
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TABT,E, 5 (CONTTNUED)

Factor
Var iab le VÏV

Labi lity- ISB

Tens ion- ISB

Lability-HR

Lability-DBP

Tens ion-HR

Tens ion-DBP

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DBP

Thayer Check List

Valins: Anger
Nervousness

APQ: Social Anxiety
?hysíca1 Anxiety
Ego Threat

-.04
-.L7 to .Lz

-.75
-.72 to -.77

.00
-"07 to .L7

-.04
-.05 to - .106

.07
-. 01 to .I2

-.93
-.9L to -.95

-.01

-.40

.02
-. 11 to .25

-.05
. .06

.16

.27

.18

-.01
-.65 ro .05

.05
-.22 to .07

-"03
-.06 to .83

-.81
- "02 to .00

-.09
-" 10 to .28

.00
-.01 to -.01

_. 19

_. 13

.06
-.28 to .27

.10
"09

-.L2
-.22
- tttt

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range
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differentiation tack in anal.yzirng experimental sLress periods. Factor V on

Day 1 and Factor IV on Day 2 were defined by the Tension-DBP scores, with

the Tension-ISB scores also loading moderately on this factor. Contrary to

the lability scores, HR and DB? tension scores did noE intercorrelaËe

s ignificant ly.

The general failure of the inventory self-report measures to correl-

ate tüith the physiological scores was substantiated by their similar faílure

to load on the physiological factors. Ilowever, the Ego Threat subscale of

the A?Q did load on the Lability-ISB factors on Day 2, although ít failed

to do so on Day t. The correlation accounting for this loading were quite

respectable rangíng from an infrequent low of -.01 to a moderately freguent

high of -r44. The Anger and Nervousness scales exhibited L:-ear zero correl-

aLions with the various physiological measures. The two scales did inter-

correlate .60 which supports a similar correlation of .67 found by Valins

(L964). This relationship led Valins to conclude that Ss who are more or

less anxious to potentÍal anxiety-elicitíng stimuli are also more or less

angry to potential anger-eliciting stimulí. In any case, the scales were

not successful in differentiating individuals along the proposed anger-f.ear

conLinuum.

The principle finding of the prelimínary investigation i¿as comprised

of supportive data confirming the reliability and specificity of the

physiological factors. Although the lability component scores for HR and

DB? appeared as a common factor, the corresponding physiologíca1 tension

scores did load on distinct facLors. In addítion, Lhe correlations between

HR and DB? tension scores, although nonsignificant, I,,Iere generally negative
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and thus partially supportive of the proposed synergetic relationship

between these cardiovascular variables.

The theoretical value of these physíological factors remains

questionable since their relationship to oLher behavioral modes lüas not

firmly established. In the preliminary investígation, the physío1ogica1

factors, Laken by themselves, reflect the commonly found failure of

physiological indices to intercorrelate, (T.acey, L956; Malmstrom, Opton,

& Lazarus, L965). This is not to degrade the value of physiological factors

however. The value of these or other physíological factors can only come

from demonstrated empirical relationships with other behavioral measures.

STATEMENT OF TITE ?ROB],EM

This investigation T¡ras concerned with the physiological specificity

of the emo¡ional states of anger and fear. In spiLe of the currenL interesL

ín psychophysiology, this important topíc has received only peripheral

attention. The possibility of such a distinction has been discussed in

several recent texts and review articles (AverÍll and Opton, L96B; Buss,

L96T; Sternbach, 1966), but unfortunately, such dÍscussions have been

lirnited to reviewing (and re-reviewing) the few itclassiclr studies available.

The paucity of data is exemplified by the fact that very few studies (Ax,

1953; Funkenstein, et al. , L954; Schachter , L957 ) have been offered in

support of the specificity hypothesis. Although these studies were pub-

lished over a decade ago, no serious attempt has been made to replicaLe or

extend their findings. When this fact is considered along with the

methodological deficiencies of these studies, it is not surprising revier¡7-

ers have been reluctant to concede that the physiological differentÍation

of anger and fear has in fact been demonstrated.
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Unlike most psychophysiological research, the physiologÍcal

specificity of anger and fear hypothesis is actually the outgrowth of a

similar hypothesis at the endocrine 1evel. Specifícally it has been pro-

posed that anger and fear lead to differential secretion of NE and E from

the adrenal medulla (Funkenstein et a1., L954). This proposed relationship,

commonly knoinrn as the rtFunkenstein hypothesisrr, has received some support

from studies which have examined the effects of stress on urinary catechola-

mine content (Elrnadjian et al., L957; Cohen and Silverman, L959), as well as

from a study which compared medullary NE and E concentrations of aggressive

and timíd animals. Horrrever, reviewers of the endocrine research (Mason,

7968; Schildkraut and Kety, L967) have exhibited the same caution as theír

physiological counterparts. Again this ís the result of too few studies with

too many deficiencies. Endocrine researchers have grossly neglected

quantification of results, control of bias, and operationistic approaches

ín defining anger and fear.

In view of these methodologícaI limitations, the Funkenstein hypo-

thesis remains largely speculative in rrature. The present research attempted

to ameliorate this neglect of methodology by focusing primarily on the

operatÍonalízing of anger and fear psychophysiological responses. This

approach permitted comparisons on a quantítative leve1, between the self-

report and physiological data.

The Intrasympathetic Balance Score (IBS) r/¿as proposed as a means of

directly quantifying, along a single continuum, the physiological responses

of HR and DBP elicited in the experímental session. The preliminary invest-

igation failed to establish the utility of the index, since it dÍd noc
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relate to the other behavioral measures employed. It was re-examined in

the present study in relation to a number of other self-report measures,

which in general were more specific to the anger-fear construct than the

self-report materials used in the preliminary investigatÍon. The usefulness

of the ISB score rests on the supposition that it relates more robustly to

the self-report measures than either HR or DBP taken alone.

It was considered peremptory by the nature of the subject matter,

and most useful in this context, to employ a correlational approach to the

investigation of the psychophysiological relationships under study. Since

the relationships to date have been multí faceted and highly speculative,

it was considered premature to adopt the conventional nu1l hypothesÍs

decision procedure. Instead a strictly exploratory approach was adopted

in the expectation that systemÍc relationships between the variables under

study míght emerge.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subiects (Ss )

Physiological and psychological data were collected from 100 male

introductory psychology students at the UnÍversity of Manitoba. ?articipa-

tion was required for partial fulfillment of the inEroductory course

reguirement. The mean age of the Ss was 19 with a range of. L7-25 years.

?hvs io logical Apparatus

Heart rate r^7as recorded from a Grass Model 5 polygraph. The electro-

cardiogram (ECG) \^ras recorded from silver-disc electrodes affíxed to the

sternum and fifth íntercostal space. HR was derived from the R-R interval

of the ECG by a cardiotachometer. DBP \^ras recorded indirectly wilh a Model

Har-6 Blood Pressure Monitor.l This device has a pressure transducer located

in the cuff which converts the sounds of Korotkoff into an electrical

signal. It also has a fixed bleed rate of 3-4 nrn. Hg per second at a HR of

B0 bpm, and a locking device which ís activated with the disappearance of

the Korotkoff sounds. The inflatable cuff was firmly attached just above the

anËicubital fossa (I{iggers, Conner, Hamilton, Kerr, and Bordley, 1951).

Since SBP was not relevant to the present study, it was possible to record

only DBP. This procedure minimízed díscomfort resulting from cuff inflation

and facilitated the acquisition of numerous DBP readings.

Self-report Materials (Appendix Dl

Mood Adiective Check List. A modified version of the Nowlis Mood

lH"r.o Electronics Ltd., Ialínnipeg, Canada.
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Adjective Check List (Nowlis, L966) was used to assess the verbal responses

to Lhe experÍmental sLress stimuli. The specífic qrood factors considered

relevanL to the present study \¡7ere: Hostility, Anxiety, and Skepticism;

Hostility and AnxieLy were considered synonymous with anger and fear,

respectively. Skepticism T¡zas included to assess the Ss suspicions regarding

the nature of the experimental- task (Schultz, 1969). In addition, the

SkeptÍcism factor score was combined with Hostilíty as a means of differen-

tiating Anger-out from Anger-in verbal responses (Funkenstein et a1., L954).

The adjectives representing these moods were buffered with several non-

directional adjectives from the Thayer Adjective Check List (Thayer, L967).

Post Experimental QuestÍonnaire. This questionnaire was devised by

E to obtain information on the subjective reactions to the stress stimuli,

as well as to assess the effects of smoking and time of last meal on the

physiological responses. The variable of birth order was also included

since this variable has been found to yield índividual differences in res-

ponse to frustrating stimuli (Glass eL al., 1963).

Activitv ?reference Questionnaire. Devised by Lykken and Katzenmeyer

(L967), the Activity ?reference Questionnaire (APQ) is a 100-item forced

choice anxíety questionnaire which requires the respondent to choose between

one of Lwo unpleasant activities. Although each pair of alternatives Ís

matched for degree of unpleasantness, one alternative is noxious because it

is distasteful or tedious, while the other is embarrassing or anxiety

arousing. It is assumed the anxious S will endorse the noxious or distaste-

fu1 alternative when asked to indicate a preference. One proposed advantage

of the A?Q is that it minimÍzes Ëhe operation of inventory contaminants such
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as social desirabilíty and resporrse sets by not requiring the respondent to

admit to psychiatric and somatíc s¡rmptoms. T,ykken ar'd Katzenmeyer derived,

by inspection, three factors to represent responses Lo the total Ínventory:

?hysical Anxiety (fear of physical danger), Social Anxiety (fear of social

stress and embarrassment), and Ego Threat (anxiety over situations involving

guilt, shame, and failure). The inventory also incorporates two lie scales

which were derived by pairing anxiety v¡ith anxiety items and noxious with

noxious items. An honest and deliberateresponse would simply involve

endorsement of the less intense alternative.

Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventorv. The Buss-Durkee Hostílity scale

(Buss and Durkee, 1-957) is a 7S-Ltem true-false questionnaire. It consists

of seven subscales designed to measure different aspects of the construct

rrllostility-Aggressiontl and one additÍonal subscale designed to measure

guilt over the expression of aggression. Buss (Lg6L) has factor anaLyzed

the subscales and found Ewo clusters, corresponding to his theoretical

distinction between aggression and hostility. The subscales are: Assault,

Indirect, Irritabilíty, Negativism, Resentment, Suspicion, Verbal, and

Guilt.

Fenz Anxietv Scale.. The Fenz Anxiety scale is a 53-item inventory

composed of items from the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. It requires the

respondent to indicate the degree of applicability of each item on a 5-point

scale ranging from 'rneverrr to rtalmost alwaysrr. Fenz (L967 ) has identified

three factors to account. for the total score and in support of his response

specificity hypothesis has found relationships with other measures to be

specific to each factor. The three factors are: Autonomic Arousal, Stríated
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Muscle Tension, and Feelings of Insecurity.

Cattell Factors U.I. 18 and U.I. 20. Ihese factors were selected

from the Cattell 12 Objective-Analytic Battery (Cattell et a1., 1955) on

the basis of a previously demonstrated relationship with NE and E levels

(Fine and Sweeney, L968). The establishment of a similar relationship

between the Cattell factors and the ISB score vias attempted since there

is the suggesEion of a relaËionship betv¡een the physiological score and

hormonal secretion (Funkenstein et al., 1954)"

Although Cattell eL al. (1955) preferred to avoid åhe ambiguity

attendant upolr. prematúre labeling, their operationalística1ly derived

factors nonetheless have accompanying adjectival descriptions. Factor U.I.

18 is also called Hypomanic Overcompensation, a high score reflecting

excessive self-criticism accompanied by strong compen$atory tendencies.

FacEor U.I. 20 or Social Willingness is proposed to reflect honesty and

social conformity. f.ow scores are suggested as being characteristic of

psychopathic and criminal personalities. The tests comprising these tT¡ro

factors v¡ere too numerous and lengthy to be included in Appendix D.

Stimulus Materials

The external stimulus-complex consisted of 5-letLer anagrams, vúiite

noise, and verbal harassment. The words behind the anagrams \^rere selected

from the Thorndike and Lorge (L944) word 1ist. The anagrams (Appendix C)

r^rere constructed from words of low frequency of occurrence and maximum

letter order difficulty to minimize their mastery (Mayzner and Tressault,

1958). White noise (90 decibels) was admínistered binaurally via head-

phones. The comments selected for verbal harassmenE are presented in
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Appendix B and were modeled after those used by Funkenstein et al. (L954)

and Dykman eL al . (L963).

Control of Extraneous Variables

Inlenger and Cullea (L962) have stressed the importance of extraneous

variables known to affect autonomíc activity. In the present study age

and sex !üere restricted by using only male Ss under the age of 26. The

physiological measures \^7ere examined for time of day. Elliott and Thysellrs

(1968) suggestion that Ss be instructed not to smoke for at least an hour

prior to the experiment vias also adopted. Thermal constriction and dÍlata-

tion was kept minimal by maintaining the laboratory froom temperature between

74F + 2 F (I^Iood, 1968).

?rocedur e

No advance information was given to the Ss concerning the nature of

the experiment. Upon arrival at the lab, S was seated in a comfortable

reclining chair facing a bare wall used as a screen for slide presentation.

the room was semi-darkened and the fans from the slÍde projector and

polygraph provided a constant background noise of 45-50 decibels. The

actual experiment.al sequence is presented in Table 6.

Baseline period. During this period, S, seated in the comfortable

chair, remained quiet and motíonless $rith his head leaning back on the

chair, eyes open, and under the instructions to relax as much as possible.

HR was recorded continuously for 20 minutes at a paper speed of 1.5 mm. per

second. After fÍve minutes of elapsed time the blood pressure cuff was

Ínflated and deflated once to minimize ref.Lex vasoconstriction. The last

two minutes of this period were used to obtain Ëhe base HR values to be
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TABT-E 6

Experimental Sequence for All Subjects

Period Duration in Minutes

Baseline or rest period

Check list period

Ins tructions

Anticipation period

Anagram/noise and intervals

Check list period

Recovery period

Total

20.0

3.0

4.0

1" 5

1s. 0

2.0

20.0

65 .5

used in comparison with the effects of the stress stimuli. ResLing DBP

was determined from six readíngs taken at 90-second intervals durÍng the

last 10 minutes of this period.

Check list period. Following the completion of the base period, S

was required to complete the Mood Adjective Check List for the first time.

It was simply handed Lo the S on a clip-board with the instructions Lo read

and complete. This required between three and four minutes to complete.

Instructions. The instruction period rrTas used to convey the osteris-

íble nature of the experiment and the task requíred of the S. The experí-

ment T^ias descrÍbed as a study of the attentional process. Specifically the

Sts task r¡/as to develop a ttnarrow attentional spann by ignoring the white

noise and solving the anagrams. Only two Ss were able to solve over 40 per
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cent of the anagrams to make it impracticable to administer the critical

corrunents. The data from these Ss were not used in the analysis. The

actual instrucEiorì.s are contained in Appendix A, and were presented by

means of a tape recorder.

Anticipation períod. This \^ras simply a 90-second period immediately

following the instructions and the Srs acknowledgement Lhat he was ready to

proceed. HR .r¡ras recorded continuously throughout this period and a single

DBP reading r¡Ias also obtained near the end of the period.

Stress period. The stress period consisted of the presentation, by

means of a slide projector, of seven series of anagrams, separated by 90-

second intervals. Each series contained eight anagrams with a visual

duration of 10 seconds for each anagram. I^Ihite noise vras administered only

durÍng the anagram periods. During the interval períods, S was chastised

forpoorperformance.TheentireseqLlenceT¡Tascontrolledelectronically

and an event marker r,^/as Lrsed to delineate the various periods on the Grass

recorder. DB? was sampled once during each of the anagram and interval

periods. The interval readings always followed the critical comment.

Check list period" At Ehe end of the last anagram/noise series, the

headphones \^Iere inrnediately removed and S was requested to recomPlete the

MACL.

Recoverv period. A 2O-minute recovery period followed the completion

of the. check list. Similar to Ehe initiat rest period, S was instructed to

relax, with eyes open and head tor¿ards the front. Conversation during this

period was forbidden.

Post elperimental questionnaire. Immediately following the recovery
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session and while in the recliner, S was required to complete a short

questionnaire dealing with his reactions to the experiment. The variable

of birth order was also administered as part of thÍs questionnaire. Upon

completion of the questionnaíre, S was disconnected from the apparatus and

assured that his performance on theanagrams r^7as quite satisfactory. Ss

were also requested not to discuss the experiment wíth their fellow intro-

ductory students.

Personalitv Inventorv Sessions. All Ss were required to return at

a later date and complete the Activity Preference Quest.ionnaire (Lykken and

Katzenmeyer, 1967), the Fenz Anxiety Scale (Fenz, L967), the Buss-Durkee

Hostility Inventory (Buss and Durkee, L957), and the numerous tests which

comprise Factors U.I. 18 and 20 from the Cattell battery (Cattell et al.,

1955). Two separate sessions of approximately one hour each were required

to complete Ehis material. The stress and psychometric sessions were divorced

from one another by having another E collect the psychometric data.

Phvs io logical Analys is

Heart rate. Separate HR scores were derived from the base, anticip-

ation, anagramfrtoise, ínterval, and recovery periods. For each of these

periods HR was derived according to the peak rate method proposed by Opton

et al. (L966). The method greatly simplifies the scoring of cardiotacho-

meter data by requiring the computation of only the peak rate attained during

a prescribed period, which in this stùdyl¡ras every 10 seconds" Íhe score

used to represent a specific period was the average of the peak rates for

all the 10-second segments of that period. Artifacts v/ere kept minimal

by only scoring as a trpeakrr a deflecËion preceded and succeeded by deflections
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within 10 mm. of the deflection of interest.

Diastolic blood pressure. Although much more dÍfficult to record

than HR, separate DBP scores hTere also derived for the same periods as HR

scores were derived. Only one reading was obtained during the anticipa-

tion period. Seven readings were obtained during the anagramfnoise series,

one reading from each series. SimilarLy, a single reading was obtained

from each of the intervals separating the anagramfnoise series' rn addi-

tion to deriving the average DBP score, another score based on the average

of the two highest readings obtained during a period of interest \^7as

computed.

l,abilitv Intrasr¡mpathetic Balance Score. Ihe L-ISB represented

the difference between relative HR and DB? change or lability comPorient

scores. It was derived by first standardizíng tlne pre- and posttension

scores for each cardiovascular variable. The relative difference exhibited

by each variable was then determined by subtracting the pre- from postten-

sion scores. The differences were then standardized and the difference of

the differences computed. L-ISB scores were derived to represent the

anticipation, anagram/noise, and inËerva1 periods.

Tension Intrasr/mpathetic Balance Score. The T-ISB simply represent-

ed the difference between DB? and HR standardized tension scores. T-ISB

scores were derived for the base, anticipation, anagramfnoise, and interval

periods.

Recovery scores. HR recovery was defined as Lhe time elapsed into

the recovery period before the rate was within four bpm of the base level-

DBp recovery time was defined as the Ëime elapsed in 9O-second intervals
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prior to two successive readings which were within four mm. Hg of the

average base leve1.

Resting autonomic acLivitv. A number of investigators in studying

continuous recordings of autonomic functioning of Ss at rest have observed

short ftburstsrt in their recordings. Lacey and Lacey (f958) found a score

representing this rrspontaneous aLltonomic activiLyrt to have a fairly high

48-hour reliability and to be unrelated to other measùres derived from

the same variable. As a descriptive device, they proposed that Ss exhib-

itÍng a high degree of spontaneous or background actÍviry be ca1led

rrlabilesrtand those at the other end of the continuum be calledrrstabilesrr.

Labiles have been found to be more impulsíve as measured by perceptual

speed tasks (Boyle, Dykman, and Ackerman, L965; Lacey and Lacey, 1958).

i,rlilson and Dykman (1960) found the variable of background activity as

deríved from HR to be unrelated to the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, and

positively related to a measure of defensiveness.

In the present investigation a background activity score was derived

from HR both during Lhe initial base period and the final recovery period.

A procedure similar to that used by Boyle et al. (1965) \^Ias used to compute

the background activity score. TLre base and recovery periods were dÍvided

into lQ-second segments and a background interval (BI) 'üIas scored if the

maximal rate in a lO-second segment hTas at least six bpm hígher than the

maximal rate in the preceding interval. Although the intervals were longer

than those employed by Boyle et al. there was less chance of scoring

atypical fluctuatioïLs from the sinus arryEhmia.



CHAHTER III

RESI]LTS

Íhe effectiveness of the psychological stress session in eliciting

physiological changes l¡7as assessed by examining the absolute mean change

scores for DBP and HR. These change scores are presented in TabLe 7. The

largest DBP changes occurred during the interval periods in which Ss were

being crít|cLzed while the largest HR changes occurred during tlne anagramf

noise periods.

TABLE 7

Absolute Mean and Standard Deviations for Diastolic Blood Pressure

(DBp) and Heart Rate (HR) Change Scores Across Psychological Stress Periods

?hysiological Measure

Anticipation

StÍmulus ?eriod

Anagram/Noise Interval

DBP ?eak Change
(nrn.He )

M

SD

DBP Mean Change
(nrn.Hg. )

M

SD

HR Mean Change
(b. p;m. )

L3.6

6.2

8.7

5.4

5.1

3.9

7.2

6.3

L4.7

5.4

11.3

4.8

9.L
s"8

M

SD

L6.2

7"7

Note: DBP peak change score represented the average of Ëhe t¡,so

highest readings obtained during the stimulus period of interest.
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R-TECHNfQUE CORRE]ÁTIONAT- ANALYS IS

A total of 33 physiological measures \^rere derived from the HR and

DBP data, consisting of recovery scores and the ISB index and component

scores which \^rere computed separately for the base, anticipation, anagram/

noÍse, and interval periods. Similarly 46 self-report scores resulted from

the separate treatment of the various personality and check lÍst sub-

scales. Seven additional measures vzere obtained from the postexperimental

questionnaire. The physiological and self-report postexperimental, check

1ist, and personality inventory data were anaLyzed with Ehe ?earson

product-moment coefficient of correlation. The complete matrix of

correlations and accompanyíng definitions of the measures are presented in

Appendix E.

Phys io logical pos texper imental

The postexperimental questionnaire r^7as designed to investigate birth

order, subjective reactions to the intellectLlal stress session, and the po-

tentially confounding variables of smoking, tíme of last meal, and time of

testing. Birth order bore no significant relationship to the psychophysio-

logícal indices used in the present study. Of the three items designed Ëo

examine subjective responses to the stress situation, only one correlated

significantly with other variables. This item called for a response from Ss

regarding the frequency with which they reflected upon the adequacy of their

performance during the stress session. The expectation that high anxiety Ss

would receive the highest score on this item was supported in part since
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the item correlate d. .T2 with posttest Anxiety from the MACL. The strength

of this relationshÍp is attenuated, however, by virtue of a higher correl-

ation between posttest I"ÍACL Hostility and this item (r = .40).

Smokers manifested a noticeably higher HR than non-smokers only

during the anagram/noise period, the correlation being .32. Time of last

meal correlated .23 to.28 wíth the various DBP scores, indicating a 1ow

relationship between duration since eatíng and 1evel of DB?. Time of

testing (i.e., whether A.M. or ?.M.) did not relate to any of the

physiological measures .

With the scoring of the physiological data, another contamínating

variable presented itself. From the experiment taken in toto, it appeared

that Ss run durÍng Ehe latter slages manifested less autonomic arousal than

earlier Ss exposed to the same manipulatÍon. Evidence for this came from

specific measures, the maxímum strength of relatíonship being with HR

1abilíty derived during the anticipation period (r = -.39). This trend was

maintained wíth DBP as well but the relationships were of a lesser magnitude

(r = -.16 to -.26). The relationships between the order in which Ss vrere run

duríng the entire experiment and their verbal responses to the I4ACL adject-

ives were not as manifest as those involving the physiological variables;

however, data suggestive of this phenomenon did exist. A significant correl-

ation was obtained with posttest Anxie'ty (r = -.2L). Taken as a whole these

2Ar,, of 100 was used for the complete matrix of correlations. Therefore,
p ( .05, r = .20 p ( .01, r = .26.
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daLa suggest that the order in which Ss were run in the experiment is a

factor meriEing consideration.

Phvs iological-MACL Check l,is t

Pre, post, and change scores were derived for each of the Hostility,

Anxiety, and Skepticism factors of the MACI. In addition, a combíned

Hostility plus Skepticism score iaias computed for Lhe purpose of correlation

wíth physiological variables, since it was considered that this might yield

higher relationships than either mood factor alone. The pretest Anxiety score

correlated .33 with the HR tension score derived from the base period" This

score also correlaEed from.37 to.39 with HR tensíon scores from the

anticipation, anagram/noise, and interval periods. However, the posttest

and change Anxiety scores failed to correlate significantly with the

physiological measures. In addition, the proposed slmergetic relatÍonship

between HR and DBP was not supported since the other mood factors failed

to relate to either HR or DBP. Thus the present study established few

relationships between mood states and physiological responses to the stress

situation.

?hvs io logical -?ersonalitv Inventory

A similar lack of relationship was apparent with the personality

trait measures and the physiological scores. No significant relationships

emerged between the physiological measures and the Cattell factors U.I. 18

and U.I. 20. The six scales derÍved from the Lwo anxiety inventories

yÍelded only one coefficient beyond .20, the Muscle TensÍon subscale correl-

ated .22 wi-tln DB? tension derived from the interval periods in which Ss were

being chastised. Evidence for some relationshÍp between the personality
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factors llostility and Aggression, measured by the Buss-Durkee Hostility

Inventory, and DBP was obtained; however, it is more instructive to con-

sider this relationship in terms of the constituent subscales. The

aggression subscale Indirect correlated -.21 with HR tension score derived

from the base period. The Hostility subscales Resentment and Suspicíon

correlated .22 and.28 with the DBP tension score derived from the critícism

periods. The relationships, Ít appears, are specifíc to certain subscales

and to certain portions of the stress periods, the most useful period beÍng

that in whích Ss were being criticÍzed. There is the implication of some

qualified support for Lhe Funkenstein hypothesis in as much as the Buss-

Durkee scale at least tends to relate to DB?.

The relationships between Lhe personalíty data and the I4ACI check

list factors defÍed interpretation a propos of the Funkenstein hypothesis.

For example, the inventory subscales Autonomic Arousal and Feelings of

Insecurity correlated .26 ar.d .34 with posttest Hostility, while rhe

Aggression subscale of lrritability correlated .26 wi.th posttest HostÍ1íty

and ,27 witln posttest Anxiety.

The anxiety inventories employed bore 1ittle relationship to one

another since near zero correlations r¡/ere obtained between the APQ and Fenz

subscales. No relationship was found betr,¡een the Cattell factors U.I. 18

and 20, the Buss-Durkee, and the APQ subscales. Some slÍght relationship

r^7as found between the Fenz subscales and the Buss-Durkee factors, since

Autonomic Arousal and Muscle Tension correlated .32 and.38 with the

Hostility factor of the Buss-Durkee inventory. In addition, the subscale

Feelings of Insecurity correlated .55 with Hostility and .38 with Agression.
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Q -TECHNIQIIE CORREIA,TIONAI ANALYS IS

The magnitude of the nonsignificant relationshíps between the

various subscales of the self-report inventories and the physiological

measures suggested that Ss were perhaps idiosyncratic in their overall

responses to the self-reporL data. Thus a pattern approach over several

subscales might yield relationships with the physiological measures that

\^7ere not discernable from Ëhe separate treatment of each subscale. To

obtain information on this matter, a Q-factor analysis was performed" This

technÍque represents orre of Lhe six basic uses of factor analysÍs proposed

by Cattel:I (L952) for studying covariation in tests, persons, and occasions.

IE is the obverse of the more comrnon R-technique which Ínvolves correlating

tests over Ss. In the Q-factor analytic technique, Ss and tests are inter-

changed so that Ss are correlated over tests and then factored. '

The various subscales from the A?Q, the Fenz modified MAS, and the

Buss-Durkee Hostility inventory constituted the tests employed in the Q-

factor analysis of the present study. Factors U.I. 18 and U.I. 20 from the

Cattell battery r¿ere excluded from this analysis on the basís of their not

pertaining to the anger -f.ear dimension. Table B contains a 1íst and a sam-

ple item from each of the 14 subscales. A complete list of items for each

subscale appears ín APPendix D.

Lykken (L967) suggests that Social Anxiety (S) deals with anxÍety

proneness to social situations; while ?hysical Anxiety (?) refers to fear

of possible physical danger. Ego Threat (E) refers to symptoms character-

istic of personal failure and lack of competence. Fenz (L967) too, in

dealing with the constituent factors of anxiety, derived three factors from
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TABLE B

Personalíty Inventory Subscales Used in the Q-Factor Analysis

Subscales Condensed Representative Items

6. Feelings of Insecurity(F) Feelings easily hurt

C. Buss-Durkee ilostility InvenEory

A" ActiviEy Preference Questionnaire

1. Social Anxiety (S)

2. Physical Anxiety (?)

3. Ego Threat (E)

B. Fenz Anxiety Scale

4. Autonomic Arousal (A)

5 . Mus c 1e Tens ion (M)

7. Assault (As)

B. Indirect (I)

111. Verbal (V)

L2. Reseutment (R)

13. Suspicion (Su)

L4. Guilt (G)

Being interviewed for a job

Jumping down 15 ft. into soft earth

Overhearing sarcastic comments

Bothered wí-th dizziness

Troubled with backaches

I¡ii11 resort to physical violence

trnlhen mad, will slam doors

Often disagree with people

Dontt get i,rhat ís coming

People talk behind my back

Cheating leads to remorse

9. Irritability (Ir) Feel 1Íke a powder ked ready to
explode

10. Negativism (N) I,[i11 do the opposite of what is
asked
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lvfAS responses. These were Autonomic Arousal (A) whích pertains to s)¡mptoms

characteristic of the autonomic nervoLls system; Muscle t.ension (M) which

refers to symptoms specífÍc to sËriated muscles, and Feelings of Insecuríty

(F) comprised of items that reflecl general anxiety.

Buss (196L) applied a símÍlar method in his treaLment of aggression

and hostílity. In his treatment of aggression he derived five subscales

each of whích defines a particular kind of aggressíon. Ihese scales,

Assaulr (As), Indirect (I), Irritabilíty (Ir), Negativism (N), and Verbal

(V), taken as a whole comprise aggression. More specifically, the, Assault

subscale contains items reflecting physical violence against others, while

Indirect refers to attack by more devious means . Tiritability reflects

a predispositíon to attack upon mild provocation. Ihe Negativism subscale

reflects actíve or passive opposilion, whíle Verbal involves negatíve

affect expressed in speech. Sirnilarly, Hostility was found to be comprised

of Resentment (R) and Suspicion (Su) which involve at.Litudes characterized

by hatred and jealousy. A subscale of GuilË (G) was included in the

inventory to assess guilt arísing from the expression of hostile and aggres-

sive impulses.

The Q-types \^rere deríved by f irst standardLzLng, across Ss, the res-

ponses to the 14 subscales. Next the 100 x 14 standard score matrix was in-

verLed and Ss were then standardized across tests, a procedure which renders

the pearson coefficients invariant across the direction of test scoring

(Block, LgTO). The double-standardized scores were intercorrelated and Íact-

ored via a principal components solution and the factors rotated to Varimax

criterion. The first six factors, accounting f.or 64.2 per cent of Ëhe
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variance, vrere used in the computation of the Q-types. fhe following

criEeria r^rere used in the placement of Ss r¿iËhin a particular Q-type: Ss

had to load aE 1east.50 on the factor with the additional stipulation

that the square of this loading be at least tr^rice the square of their

loadings on the remaining factors. This procedLrre maximized the locatíon

of rtpurerr rather than rtmÍxedlt types. Since these criteria were attained

on all six factors by at least one posÍtive and negaËive loader, the end

result was the creation of. 12 Q-types.

The number of Ss loading on the Q-types ranged from one to nine,

making statistical comparisons with the physiological scores difficult to

interpret. In lieu of statistical comparisons, therefore, an inspectional

examination of Ëhe types across the physiologÍcal scores \¡las performed. To

simplify these comparisons the 31 physiological scores were first summarized

by a R-factor analytic solution and factor scores for each S on the physio-

logical factors derived. Since a high degree of experímental dependency

existed between many of the measures, the use of factor scores mínimized

redundant comparisons. For instance, several HR tension scores \,/ere derived

which intercorrelated highly and therefore defined one of the factors. By

using factor scores a single comparison with the factor r^7as possible wiËhout

making comparisorls on each of the HR tensions scores.

A summary of the physiological factors is presented in Table 9. These

factors accounted for all of the derived scores and were also very similar

to physiological factors of the preliminary investigation. Factor I is

defined negalively by the DBP pre- and poststimulus tension scores, with the

derived T-ISB index scores also loading negatively on thís factor. Factor
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TABI,E 9

Summary of the ?hysiologícal Factor Loadings

Variable
FacËor

fI III

Labi liry- ISB

Tens ion- ISB

Lability-HR

Lability-DBP

Tension-HR

Tension-DBP

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DBP

Background
Activity-HR

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Bas e
Recovery

-.02
-.04 to .01

-.66
-.67 to -.63

-.03
-.04 to .02

-.06
-.08 ro -.01

-.12
-.13 ro .10

-.98
-.99 to -.97

.08

- .01

-.01
.L4

- .56
-.62 to -.32

-. 06
-.13 to -.15

_. 18
-.22 to -.L5

-.9L
-.97 to -.65

.00
-.05 to .00

.12
-.15 to .29

- .01

-.68

-. 15
.08

-. 10
- "16 r.o -.04

-.72
-.73 r.o -.67

.05
.05 ro .11

.00
-.L2 to .04

.93
.90 to .96

.03
-.04 to .05

-.09

.09

.11
-.45

Note: The median and range were used to summarize identidal scores
derived from different stÍmulus periods. Lability-ISB represents scores
based on the difference between standardized DBP and HR lability scores.
Tension-ISB scores represent the difference between standardized DB? and HR

tension scores. Lability-HR refers to HR change scores from prestimulus or
base leve1. Lability-DBP scores r/üere derived in a similar fashion. Tension-
HR refers to pre- and poststimulus HR scores, while Tension-DBP refers to
pre- and poststimulus DBP scores. Recovery scores pertain to the time in
minutes taken to return to prestimulus levels. Background Activity refers
to HR variability during the base and recovery periods.
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TABLE 9 (CONTINUED)

Var iab 1e VIÏV
Factor

V

Labiliry-ISB

Tens íon- ISB

Lability-HR

Labiliry-DBP

Tens ion-HR

Tens ion-DBP

Recovery-HR

Recovery-DB?

Background
ActiviEy

Bas e
Recovery

-.72
-.74 to -.54

-.02
-. 16 ro .31

.90
.70 to .93

-oo1
-.04 to .02

.06
-.39 to .20

.00
-.03 to .01

.55

.09

.t4
-.22

_.20
-.72 to .07

.05
-.31 to .09

.04
.02 to .52

-.24
-.54 to .00

.00
-.02 to .27

.05
-.15 ro .11

- "02

?TI

_.07
.14

.06
-.01 ro . 10

.03
.00 to .05

.04
-.06 to .00

.02
-.06 to .08

-. 01
-.04 to .00

.00
-.04 to .02

.L9

.04

.85

.69

Med
Range

Med
Range

luled
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range

Med
Range
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II is defined negatively by the DB? change or lability scores. The I-ISB

scores and the DB? recovery score loaded on this factor as wel1. ?ositively

defining Factor III are the IIR tension scores, while Factor IV is defined

by the HR labílity scores. Thus in the present study HR lability scores

did not correlate significantlyuith DB? lability scores. However, the

specificity of the physiological responses found in the preliminary invest-

igation is partíally supported in the present study since Factor V is

defined by the L-ISB score derived from the 90-second anticipation perÍod.

This accounts for the single large loading in Table 9 under Lability-ISB

and Factor V. The HR and DB? lability compoÍì.ent scores derived during the

anticipation period also loaded moderately on this factor. The base and

recovery background activity HR scores defined Factor VI. The fínding that

HR variability did not load appreciably on the olher physiological factors

suggests it is an independent physiological dimension.

The factor scores were derived using Kaiser's (1962) method for prin-

cipal-component solutions. The mean factor scores for positive and negative

loaders, along with the self-report Q-profiles, are presented in Figure 1"

The negatively defined physíological factors I, II, and IV were inverted in

order to facilitate comparisons across all factor scores. In this way a

high score on a negative faclor would be plotted as a lo¡v score on the

reflected positive factor.

The Q-profiles were derived by plotting the mean standard scores of

Ss comprising these six factors. The mean standard scores r¡ere obtaíned

from the origínal normative standard score matrix of 100 Ss across 14

subscales. There were positive and negaËive loaders on each of the six
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A.

B.

Figure 1

Q-profíles derived from A?Q, Fenz, and Buss-Durkee
inventory subscales. A?Q subscales: S-Social Anxiety,
?-Physical Anxiety, E-Ego Threat. Fenz subscales:
A-Autonomic Arousal, M-Muscle Tension, F-Feelings of
Insecurity. Buss-Durkee subscales: As-Assau1t, I-
Indírect, Ir-Irritabilíty, N-Negativism, V-Verbal, R-
Resentment, S-SuspÍcion, G-Guilt.

Corresponding physiological factor scores for the
positive and negative Q-profile loaders. Factor I is
defined by DBP tension scores and Factor II by DB?
lability scores. Factors III and IV are defined by
HR tension and lability scores, respectively. Factor
V is def,ined by the L-ISB score derived during the
9O-second anticipation period. The HR background
activíty scores derived from the base and recovery
perióds defÍned Factor VI.
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deríved Q-factors yíelding 12 Q-profiles in all. Only the positive side

of the bipolar profiles is presented in Figure 1. rn addition, the pro-

files are based on the average of the positive loaders scores and the neg-

ative loaders reflected scores. This procedure was adopted to simplify

description and to avoíd biasÍng presentatÍon of only one end of the bipolar

types. The negative profíles would correspond quite closely t.o the inverse

of the profiles shown. The number of Ss used Ín the description of the

Q-profiles and the number of which were positive and negative loaders is

índicated in parentheses on the graphs. As indicated on the ordinate, a

standard score of approximately 50 represents a median response while scores

of approximately 60 and 40 represent hÍgh and low responses, respectively.

Q-type I Ss responded fair1-y uniformly to the anxiety subscales and

exhibited distinct patterning within the Aggression-Hostility subscales.

For example, positive loaders obtained moderate high to high scores on the

Aggression subscales and median scores on the Hostility and Guilt subscales.

Q-type II Ss vlere more homogeneous in their responses to the various sub-

scales of the three inventories. However, they exhibited considerable dis-

crepancy in their responses to the two anxiety inventories. Positive

loaders obtained high scores on the Fenz subscales and low scores on the A?Q

subscales. The remainíng four Q-profiles exhibited considerable variabilÍty

in their responses to subscales within and between inventories. Q-type III

positive loaders obtained a moderately high score on Social Anxiety and a

high score on Autonomíc Arousal. They also scored high on the Indirect

and Verbal subscales and low on the Negativism, Suspicion, and Guilt sub-

scales. Q-type IV positive loaders obtaíned moderately high scores on the
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Fenz subscales and the Physical Anxiety subscale of the APQ. They scored

low on Indirect and Guilt, and high on Verbal. Q-type V was based on 4 Ss

with three positive loaders and one negatíve loader. Positive loaders

scored moderately low on Social and Physical AnxieLy and moderately high

on Ego Threat. They also scored high on Autonomic Arousal. They obtained

median scores on all the Aggression and Hostility subscales, except for

Verbal and Resentment which were moderately low. Q-type VI positive

loaders receíved median scores on all of the anxiety subscales, except for

Feelings of Insecurity on which they scored quite high. They obtained

moderately high scores on the Aggression and Hostility subscales and a 1or,¡

score on the Guilt subscale.

A distinct patterning of physiological responses would be expected

given the Funkenstein differential secretion hypothesis. However, it will

be recalled that Funkenstein et al. (L957) did not distÍnguish between

tension and lability data, usÍng instead only percentage change over base

as the dependent variable. However, there is no reason not to expect the

extensÍon of the Funkenstein hypothesis to tenstion daËa. Therefore the

Funkenstein hypothesis should apply to the tension and lability factors

for HR and DBP. There are tr.^ro other physiological factors, anticipation

L-ISB and HR variability, both of which do not relate to this hypothesis

because anticipation obviously does not fit thÍs schema and both catechola-

mines lead to HR variability.

Funkenstein et a1. (L957) postulated that a NE-like physiological

response pattern would be characterized by an increase in DBP and a decrease

in HR, while an E-like response pattern would be characteri-zed by an
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increase in HR and a decrease in DBP. It is assumed that this would be the

case with both tension and lability data. Thus high scores on Factors I

and II and low scores on Factors IIf and IV would represent an NE-like

resPonse pattern while the reverse pattern would be characteristic of an

E-like response.

Q-type I positive loaders obtained very similar HR and DBP Lension

scores and therefore did not conform to either a NE-like or E-like response

Pattern. They did, however, receive lower DBP than HR lability scores but

the difference between these two indices vras small in magnitude. Q-type

I negative loaders obtained 1ow DBP tension factor scores and median HR

t.ension factor scores, which is suggestive of an E-1ike physiological

response pattern" However, they obtained higher DB? lability factor scores

than HR lability factor scores. This apparent contradiction may simply

reflect the statistÍcal dependency between tension and lability data, since

the LIV dictates high tension scores yield low lability scores or 1ow ten-

sion scores yield high lability scores. These data do suggest, horrever,

Ëhat tension and lability data are Ímportant considerations for the

Funkens tein hypothes is .

Type II positive loaders exhibited response patterns which were

atypical of either NE-1ike or E-1ike physiological responses. Their

responses T¡rere more characteristic of a mixed NE-E pattern since they

obtaÍned high scores on both HR and DBP tension factor scores and low

scores on DBP and HR labilify factor scores. Q-type II negative loaders

obtained median scores on the DBP and HR tension factors and higher HR

than DBP scores on the labÍlity factors.
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Although based on only two Ss, Q-type III positive loaders were

differentiable as E-like responders in terms of their lability scores

obtaining higher HR than DBP factor scores. This differentiation did not

apply ín terms of tension scores, however, since they responded vrith a NE-

like pattern. Q-type III negative loaders exhibited a pure NE-like

physiological factor score pattern since their DBP tension and labílity

factor scores were both higher than their corresponding HR factor scores.

Q-type III positive loaders exhibited the same inconsistency as some

of the previous types, since their tension scores corresponded to an E-1ike

pattern and their lability scores to a NE-like pattern. Hor¡ever, Q-type III

negative loaders obtained a pure NE-1ike physiological response pattern.

The posítíve loaders from Q-types V and VI exhibited very similar

factor scores. Both groups obtaíned low scores on both the HR and DBP

tension and lability factors. Description of the physiological data

obtained from the negative loaders on types V and VI is limited by virtue of

the fact that in both cases only one S met the criteria for inclusion.
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DISCUSSION

The results of the present research may be summarLzed, for purposes

of discussíon, ínto several distinct categories. First, the prelimínary

investigation established the test-retest relíability coefficients and

factor structure of the numerous deríved and component physiological

measures. Second, dat.a suggestive of methodological deficiencies emerged

from the analysis. Third, a R-correlational analysis \ÁIas used to examine

the correlations between the physiological, affectLve, and personality

traít measLtres. Fourth, a Q-correlaËiona1 analysis revealed several distinct

Q-profiles based on the personality inventory subscales- These profiles were

examined in relation to their corresponding physiological factor scores.

RELIABfLITY COEFFICIENTS

There has been 1ittle research investigating the reliabÍlities of

physiological measures over time. In this respect Inlenger (1948) reported

the 24-hour reliabilitíes for HR and DB? tension scores to be .73 and .67,

respectively, when Ss were at rest. The present research undertook the

examination of the reliabiliEies of the physiological measures employed

and corroborated Wenger's finding. The median 24-lnour reliability coeffic-

ients for HR and DBP tension scores \47ere .76 arrd.63, respectively.

The mean peak scoring method (Opton, Rankin, and Lazarus, L966) was

used in the derivation of all HR measures in the present research. The

mean peak method Ís considerably less laborious than the technique of

averaging ECG R-R intervals from specific periods, and yet proved to be as
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reliable, indicating the advantage gained in employing the mean peak

scoring method.

Another interesting fínding of.the reliabilÍty study vras that a

single peak HR or DBP reading was often as reliable, at least for certain

stimulus periods) as a measllre based on a number of readings" In some

measure, this finding is to be expected since T,acey and Lacey (L962) have

proposed that physiological systems, in response to intense stimulation,

quickly attain and maintain a maxímum response level. This being the case,

a single peak reading would be nearly identical to values based on a number

of readings. Anagram solving within a white noise corrtext can be consídered

as a form of intense stimulatÍon and a single peak HR or DB? reading derived

from this period T¡ras as reliable as measLrres based on a number of readings.

The reliability coefficients of the lability measures l¡/ere consider-

ably lower than those for tension scores. The median coefficients for HR

and DB? lability scores \^rere.31 and .tO: respectÍvely. As Bereiter (1967)

points out, the 1ow coefficients for lability scores reflecEs, in part, the

paradox which exists between the reliabilitÍes of lability and tension

scores. Although the reliability of a lability score varies directly with

the reliability of pre- and poststimulus tension scores, it also varies

inversely with the correlation between pre- and poststimulus t.ension scores

which increases with an increase in their reliability.

It was expected that the derived ISB score would reflect the negative

relationship between DB? and HR more readily than the component scores,

making it a more reliable index. This expectatÍon was based on Funkensteinrs

(1955) observation that physiological responses during emotional states
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r,üere simílar to physíoIogica1 responses resulting from the exogenoLrs injec-

tÍons of NE and È. According to Funkenstein, affect.ive anger and exogenous

NE are associated with an increase in DBP and a corresponding decrease in

HR, while affectÍve fear and exogenous E are associated with the converse

pattern of physiological responses. Contrary to expectation, the reliabi-

1íty coefficients of the ISB scores r¡/ere of a smaller magnitude than those

derived from the component scores, which in part r^ras dLle to the failure to

find a negative correlation between DBP and HR component scores. In fact

in the preliminary investigation DBP and HR lability scores correlated

posÍtively while in the present study the coefficients v/ere near zero irt

magnitude. These findings point out the difficulty in the equation of

physiological responses during anger and fear with the responses during

infusions of NE and E. Although a negative relationship between DBP and HR

is demonstrable to exogenous NE and E (trnlenger et a1., f960) a similar rela-

tionship during anger and fear has not been established.

The facEor specific to the anticipation period appears to be reliable

sínce it appeared in the preliminary investigation and the present research.

It was identified by the L-ISB score derived from this period and also \nras

the only factor whích was specific to a definite period of the experimental

stress session. There is some evidence that physiological responses occur-

ring during anticipation of stress differ from physiological responses

occurring during Ehe actual slress period (Lazarus, 1968). The meaning of

this factor remains unclear, however, since the anticipatíon 1-ISB score

failed to correlate significantly wiLh the affective and personalÍty inven-

tory self-report measures.
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The present research clearly supported Laceyrs (L959) distÍnction

between t.ension, labi1ity, and nonspecific aspects of autonomic function-

íng, since these emerged as distinct physÍologica1 factors. Nonspecific-

ity was identified by the background activity score computed during the

base and recovery periods. The integrity of these factors rnras maintained

over t\¡ro distincL testing periods during the prelimÍnary ínvestigation and

duríng the present research with an entirely different sample of Ss.

METHODOI,OGfCAL CONS ÏDERATIONS

The present research used deception as a means of eliciting emotional

responses. The use of deception has been severely críticízed on the

grounds that Ss are rlo longer naive and in fact exhibÍt considerable dis-

trust towards all psychologícal experiments (Kelman, L967; Schultz, 1969)"

The I4ACL factor Skepticism \¡ras employed in the present study for the two-

fold purpose of seeking out relationships between the psychophysiological

variables and this factor as well as the investigation of this factor alone.

A check of the poststress Skepticism scores revealed 60 percent of Ss indic-

ated some degree of suspicion. However, 74 percent of Ss, at the same Lime,

showed a considerable rise in the poststres.s mood factor scores of Hostílity

and Anxiety. In addítion, the mean change scores presented in Table 7

indícated that DB? and HR changes also occurred. These data suggest,

therefore, that the manipulations were effectÍve in the elicitation

of physíological and psychological change, notwithstanding the findings

obtained from the Skepticism factor. In addition, these findíngs mitígate

against the absolute use of checks for suspícion as the crÍteria whereby

the validity of the data are rejected or accepted.
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Although the experimental manÍpulation T¡ras successful in eliciting

changes in the affective and physiological response measures, some unex-

pected data suggested that the degree of change in Ss rnras noE completely

uniform across the testing sessíons. A correlational analysis revealed

several sígnificanË negative relationships betr,^¡een the order in whÍch Ss

\^iere tested and psychophysiological change, which supporEed the suspicion

that laÉer-tested Ss manifested less change in the affective and physiolo-

gical variables than early-tested Ss. These negative relationships may have

resulted from increased sophistication of later-teste<i Ss t.oward psycholog-

ical- experimentation and also from communication between Ss as to Ehe

nature of the experiment. In addition, the experimenter may have changed

across testing sessions in his expression of the critical coûments. The

negative relationships obtainerl, however, do not seriously impugn the val-

idity of the deception since most of the correlations were low and specÍfic

to the anticipation period of Ëhe experimental stress session.

There is yet another difficulty that the l-fV might purportedly

attenllate the psychophysiological relationships found in this study. The

l-IV states that a negative relationship exists between the initial level of

a physiologícal varíable and the change evidenced as a result of the

manipulation. In the present research, pr€- and poststimulus tension scores

for DBP and HR were firsE standardized across Ss and the respective change

scores obtained from Lhe difference l¡etween the standardLzed tension scores

(Heath and Oken, L965). Ihis technÍque resulleci in low negative correla-

tions between iniËial level and change scores, the median correlations for

DBP and for HR being -.23 and -.28, respectively. Lacey (1956) in
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compensation for the LIV has suggested a procedure whereby this statistícal

dependency ís removed. Inherent in this procedure í ,n" difficulty of

isolating constitutional and affective factors which-account for the díffer-

ence in ínitial levels. More specifícally, the statistical removal of the

negative relatíonship between amount of change and initial 1eve1 also

removes from consideration the iniEial affective state of the Ss under

ínvestigation. It may be that initial differences are largely attributable

to affective sLate factors. Support for this suggestion is found in a

significant positive relationship between iniLial HR level and preLest

affectíve Anxiety (r = .33), which suggested Ss who felt anxious Ín the

rest period also had the highest HR resting levels. Instead of statistic-

a1ly removíng the LIV effect, a more favorable approach might be the crea-

Ëion of the appropriate demand characEeristics of Ss. That is to say, a

greater effort should be expended at equating Ss in theÍr expectations as

to the nature of the experiment. One possibility would be to obtain the

initial readings in a separale session either prior to or after the experi-

mental sLress period.

R-TECHIIIQUE CORREI,ATIONAL ANALYS IS

Very few statisEically significant relationships between the affect-

ive, personality trait, and physiological measures supportive of the

Funkenst.ein hypothesis emerged and even these did not demonstrate great

strength of association. The MACL factors of Hostility and Anxiety, which

were used to assess affectíve anger and fear, faí1ed to relate significantly

to the appropriate physiological measures. It should be pointed out that

anger and fear !r'ere assessed by only a few adjectives. This casts doubt on
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the abiliEy of so few adjectives to discriminate Ss in terms of complex

mood states. Evidence presented earlier demonstrated the majority of Ss

responded to the psychological stress situation with an increase in affect.

However, only 32 percent of Ss v¡ere clearly differentiated in terms of

anger and fear, while 42 percent gave responses symptomatic of both states.

It would surely prove more useful if additional corroborative measures r¿vere

used for the purpose of discriminating Ss. ?ossibly this would best be

achieved by assessing the effects of relevant dispositional and response set

variables when relating physiological and effective measures. trdeinstein,

Averill, Opton, and Lazarus (1968), for example, have demonstrated the

importance of the traít of defensiveness in relation to discrepancÍes

between affective and physiological measures.

The failure of the affectÍve and physiological measures to correlate

sÍgnifícantly may also reflect a limitation of the Funkenstein hypothesis.

The FunkensEein hypothesis, which served as a framework for the present

research, depends on a clear different.iat.ion of anger and fear. It is

problematic, of coure, that the experimental manipulation elicited the

desired responses from Ss. Additionally, in human Ss at least, it may be

impossible to elicÍt discrete and pure emotions such as aTlger and fear. In

agreement with this position, Plutchik (1970) has proposed that most emoLÍon-

al states are actually a mixture of several emotions. This may account for

the lack of differentiation among Ss on the MACL factors as they tended to

endorse both anger and fear adjectives. If emotiorral states are indeed

usually a mixture of several em6Líons, the Funkenstein hypoEhesis would have

to be reassessed, sÍnce the hypothesis is dependent on the clear dÍfferen-
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tiation of anger and fear.

The correlational analysis yielded virtually no statistically sig-

níficant relationships between the personality trait and physiological

measures. The personality measures used in this study \¡rere Ehe APQ, the

Fenz version of the MAS, the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory, and Factors

U.I. 18 and U.I. 20 from the CatteLL L2 Objective-Analytic BatEery" The

failure to obtaÍn significant relationships vlas not improved upon by

considering separately the various subscales of the inventories, since

these subscales also failed to relate significantly to the physiological

measures. Therefore no support was obtained for the specificity approach

as a means of increasing relat.ionships between personality and physiological

variables (Fenz, L967).

Q -TECHNIQUE CORRELATIONAL ANAIYS IS

The failure of the personalíty and physiological measures to inter-

correlate is not uncommon in psychophysiologícal research (Averi1l and

Opton, 1968; Eenz, 1967). The Q-correlational analysis was offered as a

means for improving upon this situation. More specifically, the data

suggested Ss do not necessarily respond uniformly to the subscales which,

it is assumed, comprise the traits measured by the inventory. For insLance,

an inspect.ion of the Q-profiles in Figure 1 revealed that often there was

little uniformity in responses to the subscales comprising the inventories.

Furthermore, it was found that there is a consistency across individuals

that respond in this manner.

Q-type I illustrates the importance

relations between subscales comprising the

of considering the internal

personality inventories.
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Positive loaders obtained moderately low scores on the anxiety subscales,

moderaËely high and high scores on the aggression subscales, and moderately

high and low scores on the hostility subscales. Q-Lype I negative loaders

exhibited the reverse self-report pattern. Thus ín comparison r,¡ith negative

loaders, posítive loaders were low on anxÍety and high on aggression. In

terms of their physiologÍcal factor scores the two groups were dífferenti-

able only in terms of their DBP tension scores, with positive loaders

obtaíning considerably higher scores which is in accordanee wíth the

Funkenstein hypothesis .

The relationship between the subscales comprising the Fenz and A?Q

anxiety invenlories identifies Q-type II Ss from Ss loading on the other

profiles. Positive loaders obtained high scores on the Fenz subscales and

low scores on the A?Q subscales, with negative loaders exhibiting the

reverse paEtern. The theoretÍca1 significance of this difference is diffi-

cult to ascertain since it is not clear what kind of anxiety each invent.ory

is measuring. The correlation betr¿een Ss scores on the A?Q and the Fenz

inventories \Âras rlear zero (r =.01), suggesting that these scales do not

measure the same construct in this population. The Fenz scale, it will be

recalled, is actually a modified version of the MAS. T.ykken and Katzenmeyer

(L967) have reported several other studies which found rLear zeîo correla-

tions betr¿een the APQ and I,IAS. In order to accounL for this lack of rela-

Ëíonship between Ehe scales, Lykken and Katzenmeyer have proposed that the

A?Q ís more a measure of anxiety proneness or reactivity to a varíety of

situations, while the MAS is simply a measure of Sst willingness to admit to

neurotic symptoms. These authors also cite data ín which a number of male
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Ss, having completed the APQ and ìtlAS, were required to describe themselves

on an adjective check list" T.ow APQ-high MAS Ss described themselves as

impulsive, immature, and Iazy; while high A?Q-low MAS Ss described them-

selves as being rigid conformists. It is not possible on the basis of such

descriptions to speculate the type of physiological response pattern to be

expected by Ss giving these descrÍptions. Q-type II positive loaders

responded to the stress situation with a mixed NE-E-like pattern since they

obtaÍned quite high DB? and HR tension scores. Their corresponding DBP and

IIR lability scores were quite low, which suggests they may have responded

with maximal arousal upon entering the laboratory and remained so until the

completion of the experiment. Although not exhibiting exLreme factor

scores, negative loaders dÍd respond with an E-like labí1ity pattern since

their HR lability scores were higher than their DBP lability scores. In

considering the results for the positive and negative loaders together, it

appears 1ow A?Q-high Fenz Ss might have reacted r¿ith immediate and sustained

general arousal, while hÍgh APQ-low Fenz Ss might have low physiologÍcal

levels initially and responded to portions of the stress period with an

E-like response.

The profile portraying Q-type III is extremely complicated and

difficult to interpret since Ss comprising the Lype exhibíted large

variation in their responses to the subscales comprising each inventory.

?ositive loaders obtained hÍgh scores on the Social Anxiety and Autonomic

Arousal subscales relative to their scores on the other anxiety subscales.

They also scored high on two of the aggression subscales; Indirect and

Verbal, both of which do not invblve direct physical cont.act. These Ss)
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physÍological response patterrls \,zere distinguishable only ín terms of

lability scores since they obtained higher HR lability than DBP labiliry

scores which is suggestive of an E-like pattern. Negative loaders were low

on the anxiety measures and possibly equally as important were hÍgher on

physical aggression (Assault) and readiness to explode upon provocation

(Irritabílity) relative to their scores on the other aggression subscales.

Their physiological factor scores corresponded to a pure NE-type pattern

since both tension and lability DBP scores vrere higher than the correspond-

ing HR scores. It is suggested that low anxiety in combination with a habit

of physíca1ly attackíng upon mild provocation may be associated with an NE-

lÍke response patterrr.

The suggestion of associating specific rather than general aggressive

respooses with autonomic patterns ís given additíonal support in Q-type IV.

?ositive loaders were high on several of the anxiety subscales and low on

Assault relative to Verbal aggression. Iheir physiological response pattern

was mixed, being E-like with tension data and NE-like with lability data.

However, negative loaders, who were low on anxiety and high on Assault and

Irritability relative to Verbal obtained a pure NE-1ike physiological

response pattern.

Q-types V and VI were derived from extremely few Ss and therefore can

be given only limited consideration. The negative profiles were based on

only one S and will not be discussed. The internal relations of the two

posítive types, especially within the anxiety ínventories are most complic-

ated. T.ykken and Katzenmeyer (L967 ) have suggested that the internal rela-

tions of the APQ subscales may prove eventually to have some diagnostic value
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since depressed patients obtain higher scores on the Ego Threat subscale

relative to their scores on the other two APQ subscales. This observation

is especially inLeresting since Q-type V positive loaders exhÍbited pre-

cisely the same pattern on the AQQ subscales and obtained moderately low

scores on all six physiological factors. The physiological response pattern

of Q-type VI positive loaders r¡ras very simÍ1ar, but their ApQ subscale

scores differed. However, there rvas a similarity in pattern of response for

the Fenz subscales and the A?Q subscales of the Q-type V positive loaders.

Q-type VI positive loaders obtained moderate scores on the Fenz specificity

subscales of Autonomic Arousal and Muscle Tension and high scores on the

Feelings of Insecurity subscale. Possibly, the patterning of responses to

both inventories might prove useful in the classification of emotional dis-

orders.

The Q-profile data readily lend themselves to the suggestion that

personality constructs are not as unitary as ltas heretofore considered,

since the component subscales comprising a given inventory often showed

variable and diverse patterning. Since 50 percent of the sample employed

loaded on one of the six Q-profiles, the diversity of response patterning

was readily demonstrated. Full benefit was not derived from the Q-analysis,

however, because the number of ss loading on the types \nras too small to

permit meaningful comparisons. To correct fbr this shortcoming, it is

suggested that the types be derived by initially testing very large numbers

of ss from whích Q-profiles of suffÍciently large sample size can be

attained. i,,Iith this condition fulfílled, this method is proposed as a most

promisÍng technique in the establishment of relaEionships between personal-

ity and physiological responses.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the present study was to examine the psychophysiology

of anger and fear wÍchin the framework of the Funkenstein hypothesis.

Funkenstein (1955) proposed a relationship beEween the catecholamines, NE

and E, and the emotional responses of anger and fear. He hypothesized that

NE-like responses were characteristic of anger and E-like responses r¡/ere

characteristic of fear or anxiety.

The literature suggested that the cardiovascular variables DBp and HR

are differentially sensitive to NE and E when exogenously administered.

There r¿as also a suggestion of the differential sensitivíty of DBp and HR

to both anger and fear stimulí. The ISB score r,üas proposed as a means of

quantifying the responses of HRard DBP along a single continuum. T¡,e 24-

hour reliability of the ISB score and its constituents was established in

a prelÍminary investigation.

In the present study 100 male Ss were subjected to a psychological

stress session which was designed to induce emotional responses along an

anger-fear dimension. Relevant mood factors from the Nowlis Adjective

Check l-ist ¡,¡ere used Lo assess the verbal behavior elicited in the experi-

mental session. In addition, a number of physiological index and consti-

tuent scores vrere derÍved from identifiable periods of the stress session.

Personality inventory data pertaining to anger and fear was collected in

Ëwo additíona1 sessions. The inventoríes used were the Activity ?reference

Questionnaire, the Fenz version of the Manifest Anxiety Sca1e, the Buss-
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Durkee Hostility rnventory, and Factors u.r. lB and u.r. 20 from the

Cattell L2 0-A Batrery.

The principal findings of the present research were as follows:

1. TJr:,e 24-hour median reliability coefficients of the HR and DBp

tension scores r/¿ere .76 and .63, respectively, which corroborated the

coeffÍcients reported by L{enger (L948). These coefficients also served to

extend the utilíty of the mean peak scoring method which was used in the

derivation of the HR measures. The reliability coefficients of the labil-

ity measures r/üere considerably less than the coefficients found for the

tension measures -

2. Laceyts (1962) distinction betvreen tension, lability, and non-

specific aspects of autonomic functíoning r¡/as strongly supported since these

emerged as distinct factors over three testing periods and across two

different samples of Ss.

3. The ISB score was formulated to quantify the synergy of HR and

DB? along a sÍngle continuum. Since a negative relationship between these

measlrres was not obtained, both the utility of the ISB score in particular

and the FunkensLein hypothesis in general were impugned. Moreover, the

reliability coefficients obtained for the composite scores comprising the

ISB scores \^Iere higher than the reliabilities obtained for the fSB scores.

4. The R-correlational analysis revealed very few statistíca1ly

signíficant relationships between the self-report and physiological meas-

ures. This was discussed in terms of methodological limitaEíons, such as

the effectiveness of the experimental manipulatÍon and the gross leve1 upon

which psychophysiological relationships are treated by the Funkenstein
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hypothesis.

5. A Q-correlational analysis \^ras found to be more useful than a

R-correlational analysis. The Q-correlational analysis illustrated that a

patterning approach to inventory data is more useful than the single

unitary correspondances normally considered in this type of research. Six

Q-profiles \^Iere identified through f.actor analysis and comparisons r^rere

made with their physiological factor scores. rt \¡ras proposed that in

future research the Q-profiles be derived from a very large sample of Ss

in order to render possible statistical comparisons on the physiological

variables of interest.
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TNSTRUCÎTONS TO THE SUBJECTS

"In this experiment t^re trill be exami-ning the psyehologieal pro-

cess of attention. Attention ean be eoneeived as a mechanisn whieh

somehow rejects some signals and aeeepts others for further anal.ysis. ï

am sure that you have at one tfune notieed an índividual intently concen-

trating on a task while appearing somewhat oblivious to a variety of

potentially distraeting stjmuli. Sueh a situation is nicely exemplified by

trying to read a reference paper ín the university líbrary. In this

ínstanee the paper is the task-relevent stimulus, and the surrouiding

noise, the task-irrelevant stimulus. The focusilg of attention so1e1y on

the relevant stimul-us is the resul-t of what we call a "namow attentional-

span or band r,ridth.rr If the individual is unable to read the paper be-

cause of the interference of the surrounding noise, he has what we call- a

"wide attentional span or band tÉdth. " From thís exampl-e we can under-

stand the follouring principle¡ the narro'ürer the attentional span, the

greater the concentration to a specj-fic task and hence the faster the

mastery of the task. Converselyr the wider the span the slower the task

nastery.

Now in this experiment you lril1 be confronted, sj:nultaneously, r,r'ith

a task-rel-evant stimul-us and a task-iruelevant stirnulus. The task-

relevant stimuli l¡ill consist of a serj-es of anagrams. An anagran is

simply a number of seranbled letters whieh when properly re-arranged,

will make a single word of the same number of letters. the task-

írrelevant stimulus will be white noise of a fixed intensity irhich will be

presented along wiah the anagrams, Now your task will be to develop a
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narroht-ettentional span by ignoring the white noise and solving the

anagralns. The task does not require an extensÍve vocabulary as a large

najority of the words are quite simple and in addj-tion all anagrams ere

only five letters in length. However, the task is quite shortu so you

must apply yourself fron the beginning. As you can see, we r'rill also

be examining your heart rate and blood pressure as these variables are

knor,m to change in certaín ways with ehanges in the attentÍ-ve process.

Are there any questions?"
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CRTTTCAI COMMNüTS

Remember that this test is quite shorto so that unless you try
from the beginningo you will not obtain a very hígh score.

ïou w'í11 have to try harder. You should be solvÍ-ng nore of the

enagratns than you are presently doing.

lrlhat seems to be the big problem? hle don't expect a perfect

seore but you are not even close.

Frankly, r don't think you rea11y eare about the whole thing.

Remembern I said ít was imperative to do your best.

cantt you ansi^rer faster. They are reall-y not that hard,
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IIST 0F 1^I0PÐS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 0F ANAGRAMS
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Abase

Aptly

Basal

Beaux

Begin

Curca

Clack

Doily

Ducat

Eerie

&cude

Fauna

GodJ-y

ïcing

Kodak

Gland

l,itre

Murkey

0utdo

LïST 0F I^IORDS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 0F ANAGRAMS

Patio

Quair

Rondo

Salty

Souree

Tasty

Abeam

Biped

Carom

EIate

Ephod

Frond

ïrate

Joist

Julip

Mileh

Moldy

Ovoid

i{ealy

Wormy

Dozen

trrlarpt

ïndue

Navel

0rÍe1

Evict

Hutch

Deist

Cfornb

Agone

IILtra

Waive

Faeet

Gusto

Hurry

Gamut

PIaza
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Modified Nowlis Mood Adjective Cheek List

Time (pl-ease i-nelude .Arï or PM)

Each of the words on the next sheet describes feelings or mood. Please

use 1i-st to deseribe your feelings at thís rnoment"

If the word definitely describes how you feel at the moment you read it,

circle the doubl" (w) to the right of the r^rord. For example, if the word

is relaxedo and you are definitel-y feel-ing relaxed at the moment, circle

the double rrr/ as follows: rela>red w v ? no.

This ineans you defi-nitely feel relaxe_d at the nonent.

Ïf the word only slightl-y applies to your feelings at the moment, eircle

the single cheek as follows: relaxed vv v ? no.

lhis means you feel slightly relaxed at the noment.

If the word is not clear to you or you eannot decide whether or not it

applies to your feelings at the mornent, eirele the question mark as

follows:relaxedvvv?no.

ïhis means you eannot deeide whether you are relaxed nor not.

rf you clearly deeide the r,¡ord does not apply to your feelings at the

moment, circle the no as follows¡ relaxed vr¡ v ? no.

This rneens you are definitely not relaxed at the rnoment.

tüork rapídly. Tour first reaetion i-s best, I¡'Iork dor,¡n the first

column, then go on to the nerb. Prease nark all words. This should

take onJ-y a fer,r minutes.

- lilor¡ please turn the page and begin working -
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I¡V

I¡V

v?

v?

v?
v?

no

no

no

no

definitely feel

slightly feel

eannot decide

definitely do not feel

ïnactive

stilI

jittery

energetie

tired

annoyed

quiet

dynamie

calm

defiant

intense

aetive

grouchy

lively

at-rest

dubious

activated

vvv?no

vvv?no

v?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

r¡vv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

v?no
-'¡vv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

v?no

v?no

v\rv?no

vvv?no

snappy

passive

engTy

clutched-up

drowsy

suspiciousness

fearful

easy

fed-up

fu1l-of-pep

sleepy

rebellious

skeptical

quick

stirred-up

leisurely

wakeful

'\rv w ? no

v?no

rrvv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

wv?no

v?no

vt¡v?no

uvv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

vrrv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

vvv?no

v?no

vvv?no
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Post Experi¡rental Questionnaire

There are several rnajor diffículties involved in attempting to
relate physiologieal responses to the problem-solving process. one of
these concerns the possible effects of drugs, i-Ilnessn and eating habj-ts
on sueh responses. Another diffieulty arises from the unavoidabl-e
emotíonal side-effeets of probl-em-so1ving. Unless 'r¡re can identify
these effeetsu their control beeomes virtually irnpossible. To assist us
in this effort, would you please answer the questions beIow.

I. Age

2, No. of brothers and sísters
nearest birthdate

. Their ages to the

3, Do yop smoke? (t) 

---v""r 

(u) 
- 

no.
If (a)o when aia yoilsnot<ffi last e:-garffier of
hours)

4, Please indieate when you had your last meal prior to todaycs test(i.e., number of hours)

5, Relative to other students, how well do you feel you did on the
anagram task?

qutté-T^rên- --jGt-ã6ve 
""erage 

-l.'rsÐ-6€j¡r^r qrïi. p."ffi
average average

6. How important, personally, üres it for you to do well on the
anagram task?

very largely moderate slightly not at all

7. How often during testing did you find yourself thinking how well,
or how badly you seemed to be doing?

õ@ E''#iy ffiralely ffiA,'renæ n"""r
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Lykken and Kaf,zenmeyer Activity Prefeyence Ouestionnaire

ACTIVITY PRffi-ERENCE QUEST]ONNATRE

Forrn A

Copyright (C) O, 1. Lykken, Ph.D., & C, G. Katzenmeyer, Ph.D. 196?

DTRECTIONS

Read Carefully

One way of understanding e person better is by studying the kinds

of actívities or experienees he likes or enjoys. This test employs the

similar approach of studying the patterrr of your disl_ikes. In each of

the items on the foI1ow5-ng pages--and in the sample item below--two

aetivities or experienees are deseribed which most people would consider

at least miIdly unpleasant" Some of tl:em are very unpleasant indeed.

ïn some instanceso you will find that similar things have actually

happened to you; in the others, you cen at least ímagine what they would

be like.

Your task is to try to imagine yourself in eaeh of the two situ-

ations and then, pretending that either one or the other had to happen

to you, to deeide whíeh one you would prefer--which of the two you would

take as the olesser of evilso.

SAMPLE TTN'Í

(t) Hav:-ng to work late one night. (F) Beilg run over by a train.

ïn this ease there isnot much doubt that, if one of these things

had to happen to you, you would prefer the alternative on the left
(working late at nieht) as the lesser evj-l- than the one on the right
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(¡eing run over by a train). Thereforeu ¡roü woùld make a peneil mark

in the first eol-umn (the one marked with a T) ott the answer sheet. DO

NOT MAKE ANï ivfARKS 0N THE TEST BOOKLET. If you would prefer tho

activity or experienee 1isted on the right--if you think that one would

be less unpleasant than the other alternative--fill in the seeond

colunn (th" ot. marked r^Éth an F) on the answer sheet.

Ans¡¡er every item on the test. hlork rapidly but consider both

alternatives in each ítem carefully. ïmagile how you would feel about

each alternative, decide whieh of the two would seem least unpleasanto

and mark your answer sheet aecordingly.

- Remember: Indicate the alternative that you would prefer -
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1. (t) Being interviewed for a job"

(F) Mor,ring the 1awn,

2, (t) Sitting through a dull movie for the second time beeause the
person youcre with hasnot seen it.

(F) Turning on a light switch when your hand is wet and you might
get a shock.

3, (T) In the midst of traffic your horn sticks and begins to blow
eontinuously.

(f) fn sehool hauing to give a report in front of the class.

4. (T) Your group takes up a eolleetion to buy a siek member a gift.
Ïou diseover later that your donation was mueh srnaller than
any others.

(F) On doctoros orders, )'oü can eat nothing for two weeks but a
liquid dietary product.

5, (T) lake a roller coaster ride.

(F) trrlash three storm u'indows on both sides.

6, (T) Copying four pages of the díctionary.

(F) Belehing in church during prayer.

?, (f) Painting a large frame house.

(F) Shovelling the walks after a snor"rstonn.

8. (t) Attempting to beat a railroad train at a crossíng.

(F) Spraining your ankle so that you have to have a east put on it.

9. (T) Cleaning out the basement.

(F) Going to a party where no one knows you.

10. (T) Gettíng caught at something.

(F) Having your empty ear srnashed by e runahray truck.

11. (T) Having to get out of bed an hour earlier than usual.

(F) Tou pass someone on the street and say" "Hi, Charley't and then
rea1:izo it isnÛt Charley.
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IZ, (T) hlatehing an operation.

(F) Your favorite hat ís lost or stolen.

l-3, (r) Accidentally dialing a wrong nunber twiee in suecession.

(F) Giving a loud, uncontrol-lable sneeze during a quiet moment at
the syrnphony.

L4, (T) Walking a mile when its IJ degrees below zeyo,

(F) Being near where a volcano erupts.

15, (T) People at a party are telling jokes. Tou telr a long drawn-out
story but no one laughs.

(f) Tou eateh a bad cold. the day before a big party.

16, (t) Hitting your thumb whife hammering a nail.
(F) After eating in a restauranto you find that you eanet pay the

bill.

I?. (T) Taking down the Christmas tree and cleaning up after it.
(f) Jumping down 15 feet into soft earth.

18, ,(1) Whitewashing a long board fenee.

(F) Washing 20 stozzn windows on both sid.es.

19. (1) It ís the first d.ay in e neï¡r class. The teacher asks eaeh person
to stand up and teIl about himself.

(F) Sweep the kitchen floor.

20. (t) Tou must walk around. all day on a blistered foot.

(n) Sleeping out on a camping trip ín en area where rattlesnakes
have been reported.

21'. (1) Several people push ahead of you in line but you eantt bring
yourself to say anybhing.

(F) Wanting to go out some night and not having eny money.

22, (t) Going to the morgue to identify an acquaintanee r+ho has been
killed in an accident.

(F) Letting a large but harrnless spider run up your arm.
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23. (f) Breaking your shoelace while getting dressed.

(f) Tour dog has torn up the neighboros newspâ.per and you have to
go over and apologize,

24. (T) Find a big cockroaeh under your pi11ow.

(F) Getting stuck in traffic r¡hen youúre Í-n a hurry.

25, (1) After a school exern, names and grades are posted on the wall.
ïours is at the bottom of the list.

(¡') You find you must clean up the floor where someone has vomited.

26, (t) Having to run until your throat is sore and theress a pain in
your side.

(F) Help push a stal-led ear on a r,rinter morning.

2?. (t) Getting ready to watch something important on television and
having the set fai1,

(F) Upsetting a glass of milk on a neighborss carpet.

28, (T) Finding a t¡reeked car in the ditch ruith three occupatlts uncon-
seíous and bleeding.

(F) Tou go on a tr¡o-week oeean eruise and. are seasick the entíre
time.

29, (f) Tou find that you must caneel your vaeation.

(F) Tou are arguing w1th fri-ends and get so frustrated and upset
that you ehoke up and your eyes fill i,rith tears.

30, (f) Having your date at a dance leave without you.

(F) Sitting through a long lecture wlth a runny nose and. no hand-
kerchief.

31'. (T) Asking someone to pay you money that he oT¡res you.

(F) Sleeping one night on the floor.

32, (f) Balancing along the top rail of a picket fence.

(F) Walking up four flighfs of stairs.

33, (f) Having to stay in bed w'ith the fl-u and a sick headache.
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33. (F) Having your hands shake and. your nouth go dry as you try to talk
in front of a group.

34. (f) Having to spend half e day in a eloset.

(F) You overheer e friend say something sareastie about your parents.

35. (t) Dispose of a dead mor-tse from a mousetrap.

(f) Being caught in a bad thunderstorm.

36. (T) Being wheeled into the operatíng room to have your appendix
removed.

(F) A doetor has examined. a sore in your throat and you are waiting
to find out whether itts cenceî.

3?, (T) Youûre on stage ín the sehool- play and realize that you have
forgotten your lines.

(F) You return to your car parked dor,¡.ntown to find you left the lights
on so that the battery ís dead.

38. (T) Standing in a long li.ne for something

(f) Being glven an eleetric shoek as part of a medical experiment.

39, (T) Having your hair cut by an inexperienced barber.

(F) You slip i-n the mud and get your new spring elothes soaked and
dirty.

ll'o, (t) Put on a shirt or a blouse and findi-ng the button nissing.

(F) Havi.ng to ask r¡here the bathroom is at a party.

41, (T) You0re in a bank and suddenly three nasked men wj-th guns eome in
and make everyone raise their hands.

(F) Sitting through a two-hour concert of bad music.

112, (1) Counting the beans needed to fí1l a four-qr.,art candy jar.

(F) .A,t a high school- pienic, they ehoose up sictes for basebal_l- and
you ere the last one pieked.

I+3, (T) washing e ce:..

(F) Drivine a ear aL 95 miles an hour.
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l+4' (f) Having to ask the person behind you at the novie to stop kieking
your seat.

(F) Watehing a long headache-pil1 commereial on TV.

l+5, (T) You are paddling a eanoe aeross a large canadian lake and a
storm blows up.

(F) Stumbling into an eleetric fan.

11ß, (t) You have taken a neighboros child to the circus and. realize you
have lost hi-n in the crowd.

(F) While on vacation your car 'breaks down and you have to wait in a
snall town whíle parts are sent for,

4?. (f) Tou must scrub the kitchen floor on hand.s and knees.

(F) You must make a speeeh to l0O people.

48. (1) Having your car swing into a skid on an iey corner.

(F) Having to walk five miles for gas.

49. (T) Harring your empty ear smashed by a runahray truek.

(F) Having your glocery bag break and spirl on a crowded street.

50. (t) You go to a party and find you are the only one dressed up.

(F) Wet rnopping the floor of a hospital corridor.

5f. (f) You0re at summer canp and must do 30 minutes of stiJf ealesthen-
ies eaeh morníng before breakfast.

(F) You row out in a boat to help bri-ng in the body of a drowing
victi-n.

52. (T) Digging a big rubbish pit.

(F) A high pressure sales clerk bullies you into buying the higher-
priced pair of shoes that you didont really want.

53, (1) Having a doctor stick a needle in your arrn for an injeetion.

(F) Falling out of a boat.

54, (T) Losing your wa11et to a pickpocket.

(F) Having someone say loudly to you aL a parby, 1'Why donrt you go
home? Nobody wants you here.tf
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55. (T) Being chased. by a huge and angry bulI.

(F) Spending a month in bed"

56" (f) Introd.ueing yourself to a total- stranger.

(F) Hav!-ng to stand up on a bus.

5?. (T) Cleaning up your house after floodwaters left it filled with r¿ud
and silt.

(f) Making a parachute jump.

58, (T) Being a restaurant dishwasher for one ureek,

(F) You get a chanee to be interrrier¡ed on TV to advertise a charity
drive but you become tongue-tied and make a poor showing,

59, (T) Finding that you have been short-changed and having to return to
the store to ask for the rest.

(F) Sandpapering a wooden chair to get it ready for re-painting,

60, (T) Spending a week with nothing to eat but bread and water,

(F) Going to the hospítal to have a minor operation.

61, (T) Running out of gas in the middle of a cror¡d.ed. dor¡mtom íntersee-
tion.

(F) tr{aiting in line for trn¡o hours to pay a parking ticket.

62, (t) Having to give up eating desserts.

(F) Swimming in very rough oeean water.

63, (f) Just sitting around with nothing to do on a Sunday afternoon,

(f) Cutting out the spoiled parts of a bushel- of potatoes.

64, (T) You must wash out a dozen of someonets elseos di-rty handkerehiefs
by hand.

(F) Walking into a room full of people¡ ¡rou stur¡rble on a footstool
and sprawl on the floor,

65, (t) Hav5-ng someone get mad and tel1 you off .

(F) Playing eards with people r,rho are more skilled than you and then
making a dumb mistake.
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66, (f) Being eaught on a sandbar by the rising tide.
(F) Being stranded in an off-shore lighthouse for a week by hightides.

62, (f) Belng sick to your stomach for 24 hours.

(F) I-inding out yousve oversl-ept and nissed an important appointment

68. (t) You are introduced to a girl (man) who is so attractive and poi-
sed that you become very shy and awkr¡ard,

(F) Tou must find where someone else parked your ear in a big l-ot atthe state fair.

69. (T) Being in a flood.

(F) carrying a ton of eoal frori the baekyard i-nto the basement"

?0. (f) Spilling paint all over your shoes,

(F) Discoveri-ng your feet are dirty when you undress for a medieal
examinatíon.

?1, (r) Having a gabby old. womair sit dor,rn next to you on the bus.

(F) Catching a bad cold the day before a big party,

72,. (t) Having to r,ralk half a mile through soaking rain without a coat.

(f') Walking near e whirling plane propeller.

73, (t) Tou agree to supervise a child0s birthday party but the children
wonot mind you and race around out of control.

(F) Spend.ind an evenj-ng r^rith some boring people.

?4, (t) Laughing at something not meant to be furury.

(F) Clean up the popcorn and candy fi?appers in the neighborhood. movie
theatre,

?5, (t) Inlalking around all day in tight, uncornfortable shoes.

(F) Finding yourself in the rnidst of a fighting mob.

?6. (t) You have spent all day preparing for a pieni-e but it rains just
as you start to eat.

(F) Tou overhear someone conment on how strangely you are dressed.
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??. (r) Being threatened by a much bigger and mo?e por¡rerful person.

(F) Toudre caught in a speed trap driving through a smal1 town and
must r¡aít for an hour to pay a $2O.OO fine.

?8, (f) Lick stamps for lnOOO letters,

(F) t¡üateh someone make a fool of himself on a television quiz program.

?9, (f) Tou are given an IQ test in front of a eollege elass as a d.emon-
stration.

(F) Having to go down to the eourthouse to renew your d.riveros
licence.

80. (T) Cleaning up the living room after the plaster has all fallen
dotm.

(F) standing on the very top rung of a ladder i-n ord.er to rrash a
second floor window.

81. (t) Tou are broke and have to bomow money for a meal..

(F) Tou must ùistribute 1OO0 handbills in mailboxes from door to d.oor.

82, (T) Having a bad head cold"

(¡') Having ¡rour employer get mad about mistakes in your work.

83, (f) Looking for something in an attic storeroom on a stifling hot day"

(f') Going into a dark eellar where there may be rats.

84. (t) ttHaving it out'l rrith someone.

(F) Sitting from midnight to 4r0O a.m. in a railroad station waiting
for your train.

85, (t) trfalking barefoot in a room where some glass has been broken.

(F) 1rüalking barefoot aeross a burning hot sandy beaeh.

86, (T) Coming hone hungry and having to eat a eold supper.

(F) stumbling i-n a eror¡ded bus and dropping your load of packages.

87, (t) coming out of a movie in your sunmer shoes to find ites snowed
a foot deep.

(F) Getti-ng out of a warm bed in a room so cold that you can seeyour breath.
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88" (T) Sorting out a pailful of nuts and bolts"

(f) While flying home from a trip you get airsick and have to dash
donn the ailsle to the t¡ashroom.

89, (T) Taki-ng a long ride in a ta¡ci and then finding you donE't have en-
ough money for a trip.

(F) Getting paint in your hair.

90, (T) trrlhile dining at home, you spi11 a very hot cup of coffee in your
lap"

(F) Tou go with your date to a party but she (n.) 
"1iOS 

aTÀray 1ater
and goes home wj-th someone e1se.

9l-', (t) Waiting in a dentistüs offiee to have a tooth pulled.

(F) Having an earache.

92. (f) Having to go to a party with a large red pi:nple on the end of
your nose.

(F) Losing a book that you borrowed from a teacher and whieh eanût
be repl-aeed"

93, (f) Tour famj.lyu along with three otherso must spend e month under-
ground testing a fallout shelter.

(F) Tou want to join a social e1ub, but the members vote not to let
you in"

94, (f) Out in the niddle of a frozen 1ake, you realize that the ice is
unsafe.

(F) Tou find that vandals have slashed a1l- four tires on your car.

95. (f) Waiting for an overd.ue bus.

(F) Meeting a friend on the street and not being able to remember his
name.

96, (1) Youere in the back seat of a driverless car r,shich suddenly starts
rolling dowrùrill-"

(F) Giving blood for the blood bank.

9?, e) Tou go to the beach with some friends and realiøe tt'.at they all
have a better build (fieure) than you do.
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(F) irrlashing ten storm w'indorvs on both sides.

98, (T) Run a stearn presser in a laundry for a week.

(F) Being caught in a bl-izzard,

99, (t) Being asked for a contribution when you havenst any money.

(F) Untying a hard knot in your shoelaee.

lO0. (f) Having to I'go ou'bt' r,rith a visiting relative.

(F) Bangi-ng your head on a cabinet door.
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Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory

ATTTTUDE AND OPTJ'TON SURVEY (1)

Please do not write or mavk on this booklet in any way. Your answ-

ers to the stateinents in this inventory are to be recorded only on the

separate e4swe¡l sþeq!.

ït is necessary to print only your name in the spaee provided for

this on the answer sheet.

Please i-ndicate whether you egree

on the following pageso ïf you agree I'rith

the column marked T on the ansrùer sheet,

or disagree u'ith the staternents

an item make a pencíl mark in

ïf you feel that an item does not

applyo rnake a pencil mark i-n the column marked F. Make certain that you

ansrler every item in this fashion" Also be sure you write by the number

for the right item that you are r+orking on.
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1u I seldom strike baek, even if someone híts me first,

2, I sometjmes spread gossip about people I donot l_ike"

), Unless somebody asks me in a niee way, I wonst do what they want.

4. T l-ose my temper easily but get over it quickly"

5. T dontt seem to get tthatss coming to me,

6, I knor¡r that people tend to talk about rne behind my back.

7, I¡lhen I dísapprove of my friendús behavior, I let them lanowi-t.

B. The few tjmes I have cheatedu I have suffered unbearable feelings
of remorse"

9, Onee i.n a while ï cannot control my urge to harrn others.

10, ï never get mad enough to thro¡r things"

11. Sometimes people bother me just by being aroundn

12. trrJhen someone makes a rule ï donût 1ike, I am tenpted to breek it.

t.3. Other people always seem to get the breaks.

ll+, I tend to be on my guard with people l¡ho are somewhat more friendly
than ï expeeted.

l.-5. f often find myself disagreeing with people.

1.6. I sometirnes have had thoughts which make me feel ashamd of myself.

L7. ï ean think of no good reason for ever hitting anyone.

18, I'jhen I am angry, I sometimes sulk.

L9. When someone is bossy, f do ther opposi-te of what he asks.

20" I am irritated a great deal more than peopl-e are ar¡are of

ZI, I donot know any people that I dovrn-right hate.

2?, There ete a number of people who seem to dislíke me very mucho

23, I cantt help gettíng into arguments when people disagree rl'ith me.

24. People who shirk on the job must feel very guilty.
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?5, lf somebody hits me first, f 1et him have it.

26, T¡ühen I am mad, I so:netimes slam doors.

27. ï am a},¡ays patient rrith others.

2,8. Oeeasionally when I am mad at someone, T will give him the ísilent
treatmentr'.

29, When I look back on what0s happened to meo I canot help feeling mil-
dIy resentful.

30. There are a number of people t¡ho seem to be jealous of me.

31-, I demand that people respect my rights.

32. It depresses me that I did not do more for ny parents,

33. I¡lhoever insults me or ny famíl-y is asking for a fight,

34. T never play practical jokes"

35. It rnakes my blood boil to have somebody make fun of me.

36, lnlhen people are bossy, I take ny time just to show them.

37, Almost every r¡eek ï see someone I disl-ike,

38, I sometínes have the feeling that others are laughing at me.

39, EVen when my anger is aroused, I donût use ilstrong language".

40, I am eoneerned about beÍ-ng forgiven for my sins.

4l-. People who eontinually pester you are asking for a puneh in the nose,

42. I sometimes pout when I donot get my owyr tray.

43. If somebody annoys me, I am apt to tell hi¡n what I think of him.

l4+, I often feel like a powder keg ready to erplode.

l+5, Although I donêt show it, I am sometímes eaten up with jeaslousy.

46, My motto is "never trust strangers",

42, When people yeI1 at me, I ye1l back"

48. I do many things that make me feel remorseful aftenuards.
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49, I¡lhen I rea11y lose my temper, I am capable of slapping someoneo

50, Sinee the age of tenu I have never had a temper tantrum"

5f. hlhen I get mado I say nastSr things.

52, ï someti¡nes carry a ehip on my shoulders.

53, If T 1et people see the way I fee1, I0d be considered a hayd person
to get along r^l'ith.

511,, I commonly wonder what hidden reason another person may have for do-
ing something niee for me.

55, I could not put someone in his plaeeo even if he needed it.

56, Failure gives me a feeling of remorseo

57, I get into fights about as often as the next person.

58" I can remember beíng so angry, that I picked up the nearest thing
and broke it"

59" f often make threats T donst rea11y mean to carry out.

60. I eanût help beíng a Iittle rude to people I don8t like.

6I. At times I feel I get a rar,r deal- out of life.

62, I used to think that most people told the truth but now I know
otherts-ise,

63. I generally eover up my poor opi-nion of others.

64, lfhen I do wrong, my eonseienee punishes me severely.

65, ff I have to resort to physical violence to defend my rightse I r^r'i11.

66, If someone doesnrt treat rne right, I donEt let ít annoy me.

67, T have no enemies rnrho really w'ish to harm me.

68, Ïlhen arguing I tend to raise my voi-ce.

69. I often feel that I have not lived the right kind of life.

70. I have known people who pushed me so far that we ceme to blows.

7I, I dontt let a lot of unimportant things irritate me.
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72, f seldom feel that people are tryi-ng to anger or insult me.

73. Lately, ï have been kínd of grouehy.

74, I would rather eoneede a point than get into an argument about it,

75. I so¡netimes show my anger by banging on the table.
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Fenz Anxiety Suestionnaire

ATTTTUÐE AND OPTNTON SURVET (TT)

Pl-ease do not r.rite or mark on this booklet ín any way. Your ans-

¡rers to the statements in this ínventory are to be reeorded only on the

separate answer sheet.

It is necessary to print only your name in the spaee provided for

this on the answer sheet.

The follow'ing are some statements on feelingso da¡nlreams, attitud-

es, and behavior. Read each statement and- decide how often it applies to

you. Darken alternative r'lil on the ANSWER SHEET if the statement NEVER,

applies to you; tt5tr if you experienee it ahnost all the tjme; "?tto "3",

and rr4rt for in between ratings. Be sure you i,,rrite by the number for the

right itern that you ere workS-ng on. Be honest but do not spend too much

time over eny one statement, As a ruJ.eu first impressíons are as aeeur-

ate as any. ïf you have no questions, please turn to the items on the

fo11ow5-ng pages.
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ALmost
Never always

1 2 3 4 5 t Mymouthfeelsdry"

1 2 3 I+ 5 2, f notiee my heart pound.ing,

1 2 3 4 5 3. My feelings are easil-y hurt"

1 2 3 4 5 4" frhave pains in the back of my neck.

1 2 3 4 5 5. Tamtroubledr^rithbackaehes.

1 2 3 4 5 6. My sleep is fitful and disturbed.

1 2 3 4 5 ?, Ttakethingsinstride.

1 2 3 4 5 8" r am neither too hot or too eold and cannot
get eomfortable at a_ eonstant temperature
setting"

1 2 " ¿t < 9. I suddenly feel hot all over, rnrithout
apparent reason.

1 2 3 4 5 ro" r have peri-ods of such restlessness that r
eannot sit still,

1 2 3 4 5 I]-, Ihaveahardtimeswallowing.

1 Z 3 4 5 72, Iamaneasy-goingpersono

1 2 3 4 5 l-3. T am troubled by tension interfering r^rith rny
speeeh.

1 2 3 4 5 14. I grind my teeth i-n my sleep.

1 2 3 4 5 1-5. Iameasílyfrightened.

1 2 3 4 5 16. Itakethingsharrl"

1 2 3 4 5 I?, I have enduring head.aehes that l_ast over
several days.

1 2 3 4 5 18. rn the absence of physieal action my heart
beats w'ildIy.

1 2 3 l+ 5 19, 'When embamassed, T break out in a sweat
whieh ennoys ne greatly,

1 2 3 4 5 2A, Iambotheredr,¡ithblushing.
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Alnost
Never always

1 2 ) 4 5 2I. f have trouble with my hand shaking while I write.

1 2 3 4 5 22. fhavefri-ghteningdreams.

1 2 3 4 5 23. I become iruitable about little things.

1 2 3 4 5 24, Tworryaboutlittlethings.

1 2 3 4 5 25. Ihavepoundingheadaehesi-nwhichlfeeladefi-
nite beat.

1 2 3 4 5 26, I clench my teeth when arxious.

1 2 3 4 5 27. I feel that I am about to go to píeees,

1 2 3 l+ 5 28" I go to sleep without thoughts or ideas bothering
lì1ê.

l- 2 3 4 5 29. I am troubled by diseomfort in the pit of rny sto-
maeh.

1 2 3 Lt, 5 30. T am bothered by d.izziness.

1 2 3 4 5 3]-. My finger. tips or other extremities become eo1d.

1 2 3 4 5 32. f become upset when I have to rnrait.

1 2 3 4 5 33. My skin beeomes painfully sensitive.

1 2 3 l+ 5 3Lv. Li-fe is a strain for me.

1 2 3 4 5 35, I have pressure headaches in whieh my head feels
as if it were eaught in a vise or as if there was
a tight band around it.

1 2 3 4 5 36. I have feelings of panic for no special reason.

1 2 3 4 5 3?. I an short of breath without knor,ring why.

1 2 3 4 5 38. Iamtroubledwithdiarrhea,

1 2 3 4 5 39. I have trouble getting my breath, for no special
reason"

1 2 3 4 5 40. I am afraid that I am going to blush.
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Almost
Never always

1 2 3 4 5 4l-. I do not think I am as happy as others"

1 Z 3 4 5 42, My head feels tender to the point that it
hurts me when I comb my hair or put on a
hat.

1 2 3 4 5 43" I break out in a sr+eat, whieh is not the
result of heat or physical exertion"

1 2 3 4 5 U+" Ihavestornaehtrouble.

1 2 3 4 5 l+5, Iamarelaxedperson.

1 2 3 4 5 46. My hand shakes when I try to do something.

1 2 3 4 5 4?, T have sensations of burning, tingling, or
crawling in certaín parts of my body"

1 2 3 l+ 5 48" The muscles in my neek aehe as if they were
tied in knots"

1 2 3 4 5 49" Iamanervouspersonc

1 Z 3 l+ 5 50, f feel chilly at temperatures that are
eomfortal¡le for others.

1 2 3 4 5 5I. Ihaveatendeneytorvorry,

1 2 3 4 5 52" { iraye trouble i¡1th museles tr,aitching and
JumpLng.

1 2 3 4 5 53" The top of my head feel_s tender,
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Variabl-es

1. Heart rate during rest period
Average of the peak rate attained during 18 10-see intervals

2, Heart rate during antieipation period
Average of the peak rate attained during 9 10-sec interval-s

3, Heart rate duri-ng anegrarn/noise period
Average of the peak rate attained during J6 10-sec intervals

4, Heart rate during critici-srn period
Average of the peak rate attained during J4 10-sec intervals

5. Heart rate ehange during antieipati_on compared to rest period

6, Heart rate ehange during anagram/noise eompared to rest period

7, Heart rate ehange during cri-tieism peri-od compared to rest period

8. Diastolic blood pressure duríng resj: ¡.reriod
Average of 6 readíngs botained at pO-see intervals

9, Dj-astolic blood pressure during antieipation period
Based on one reading

10. Diastolic b-Lood pressure duríng anagram/noise period
Average of seven readings

11, Peak diast,olíc blood pressure duri-ng anagramf noise period
Average of two highest readings

12. Diastolic blood pressure during eritieism period
Average of sjx readings

:-.3, Peak diastoli-c blood pressure during interval or eri-tieism period
.A.verage of two highest readings

14. Diastolic bloori pressure change during antiei-pation period

1"5, Diastolic blood pressure ehange during anagram/noise period

16, Peak diastolic blood pressure ehange during anagraxtfnoise period

A7, Diastolic blood pressure ehange during critieism period

18. Peak diastolie blood pressure ehange duri-ng criticism period

f9, Lability-Ïntras¡mpathetie Balanee Score derived from the anticip-
ation period
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Variables

20. Lability-rntrasympathetic Balance seore derived from the
anagramfnoise períod

27, Lability-Intrasympathetíc Bal-ance Score derived frorn anagram/
noise period using the peak diastolic blood pressure score

?2" Lability-Intras¡nnpathetic Balance Score derived from the
criticism períod

23. Lability¡Tntrasynpathetie Balanee Seore derived from the
eriticism period using the peak diastolie pressure score

24" îension-Intras¡zmpathetic Balanee Seore derived fron the rest
period

25, Tension-Intras¡mpathetic Balance Score derived from the
anticipation period

26, Tension-Intras¡rmpathetie Balanee Score derived fron the
anagratnfnoise períod

27. Tension-Intras¡zmpathetic Balanee Seore derived from the
anagraxrfnoise period using the peak diastolie blood. pressure
seore

28, Tension-Intras¡rmpathetic Balance Seore derived from the
critieisn period

29, Tension-Ïntrasympathetic Balanee Score derived from the crit-
icism period using the peak diastolic blood pressure score

30. Background activity score derived from the rest period

31" Baekground activi-ty seore derived from the recovery perÍ-od

32, Soeía1 Arxiety subscal-e of the Activity Preference Question-
naire

High score indicative of sociaJ- anxiety

33, Physical- Anxiety subscale of the Activity Preference
Questionnaire

High score indieative of physical anxiety

3+. Ego threat subscale of the Activity Preferenee Questionnaire
High score indieative of ego threat

35, Total seore to the Aetivity Preferenee Suestionnaire
Based on the sum of Ego Threat, Social Anxiety, and
Physical Anxiety
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Variabl-es

36. Ve subscal-e of the Activity Preference Suestionnaire
High score indicative of falsification

37, Vne subscal-e of the Activity Preferenee Questioirnaire
I{igh seore indieative of falsífieation

38, Assault subseale of the Buss-Durkee I{ostility Inventory
I{igh score índicative of Assault

39, ïndirect subseale of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
High score indicative of Indireet aggression

40" Truj-tability subscale of the Buss-Durkee Hostility rnventory
High score indicative of Irritabílity

l+I, Negativisra subseale of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
High seore indicative of Negativism

42, Resentment subscale of the Buss-Durkee Hostiliüy Inventory
High score indieative of Resentment

43, Suspicion subseale of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
High score indicative of Suspicion

44, Verbal- s-übseele of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
High score indícative of Verbal aggression

+5" Total score on the Buss-Durkee Hostility Tnventory

46, Guilt subscale of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
Hígh seore indieative of Guilt

4.2, Hostility faetor of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
Sum of the Suspiei-on and Resentment subseales

48. Aggression factor of the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory
Sum of Assault, Indj-rect, Irritability, Negativi-srn,
Resentmento and Verbal subseales

49, .Autonomic Arousal subseale of the .qenz Anxíety Questionnaire
High score indicative of Autonomie Arousal-

50, Muscle Tension subseare of the Fenz Arrxj-ety Suestionnaire
High seore indicati-ve of Mtusele Tension

5L, Fee-lings of fnsecurity subscale of the þ'enz Anxiety Questionnaire
High score indicative of Feeling of Inseeurity
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Variables

52, Total- score of the Fenz Anxiety Questionnaire

53" M.I. 2J subscale of the CatteAI LZ 0-A Battery
Low score contributes to U.I. 18

*" M.T. 134 subscal-e of the Catte11 I2 0-A Battery
High score contributes to U.T. 18

55, M.I. JJ subscale of the Cattell- 12 0-.4' Battery
High score contributes to U.T. 18

56, M,I. 153 subscale of the Catteal AZ 0-A Battery
High score contributes to U"I. 18

5?, M,I. 266 su'oscale of the Cattell 12 0-A Battery
High score eontri-butes to U,I. 18

58" M.I. l-5 subseale of the Cattel-:.. 12 O-4. Battery
High score contributes to U.Ï. 18

59. Factor U,I. 18 of the CatteAI 12 0-A Battery

60, tI.I. 1!2 subscale of the Catte1:-- 12 0-A Battery
High score contributes to TJ,I.20

6I. M"I. J8 subscale of the Cattel:. I2 0-A Battery
High seore eontributes to U.Ï" 20

62. M.f. 1l-3 subscale of the CatteLI 12 0-A' Battery
High score eontributes to U'Ï. ?0

63, M.I, 2l{-6 subscale of the CattelT- 12 0-A Battery
High score contributes to U.I. 20

6Lv, M.I. 2l-9 subseale of the Catte]-]]- aZ O-A Battery
High score contributes to U.f. 20

65, Factor U,T. 20 of the CatteLI 12 O-A Battery

66, Birth order
High score indieative of later borns

6?" Snoking
High, score indicates S smoked

68, Last meal
High score indicating nunber of hours last meal consumed prior
to test
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Variabl-es

69, Post experimental inquiry, question J
High score indicates endorsement of positive end of scale

?0" Post experimental inquiry, question ó
High seore indicates endorsement of positive end of scale

?I. Post experimental i-nquiryo questÍ.on f
High seore indicates considerable reflection

72" Pretest Anxiety score on MACL
High score indicates Arxiety

73, Pretest Anger score on irtACL

High seore indicates Anger

7)1'. Pretest Skepticism score on M.A.CL

High score índieates Skepti-cisrn

75. Pretest Skeptici-sm plus Anger score on MACL

?6. Posttest Anxiety seore on ÞIACL

High seore indicates Anxiety

77, Posttest Anger score on MACL

High seore indicates Anger

78, Posttest Skeptieisn score on MACL
High seore indicates Skepticism

79, Posttest Anger plus Skepticisn score on MACL

80, Time of psyehophysiological testing
High seore indicates P.M.
Low score indicates A"l{,

81. Diastolie blood pressure reeovery seore
High score indieates longer reeovery time

82" Heart rate recovery score
High seore indicates longer reeovery time

83, Difference seore betr¡een Posttest and Pretest .A,nxiety

84. Difference score between Posttest and Pretest Anger

85, Di-fferenee score between Posttest and Pretest Skepticism

86. Differenee score between Posttest and Pretest Anger p1u-s
Skepticism
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Product-itloment Correlational Matrix of Psyehophysiological Variables
(decimals omitted)

10
1"
2

),
l+.

5.
6.
r)

B.
o

10.
11.
T2,
!),
1LL

15.
l]6.
I?,
18.
'ìo

20.
21

22

23.
24,
25,
26,
27,
/,ó.
20

30.
3r.
32,
33,
34,
35.
36.
3?.
38.
39.
40,
)+1,
b2
43.

8t+6
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